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~Editorial 

I Main features ISince the last issue of Earth In early July the Government Parliament. The Government's preserving the NCC's scientific and 
science conservation was Earth science conservation in New Zealand announced proposals to reorganise stated intention is to ensure that corporate integrity for the benefit of 
published, geological staff at the Kiwi conservation - Bruce Hayward on the burgeoning movement for the Nature Conservancy Council, conservation issues are determined Great Britain and nature conservation 
NCC have reviewed the role of geological conservation 'down-under'. 4 the Countryside Commission for with proper regard for the as a whole". 
the journal and its future. Some Book review: The use and conservation ofpalaeontological sites England and Wales, and the circumstances and needs of each The Earth Science Division 
of our conclusions are reflected John Knil! reviews what is arguably the most authoritative volume on Countryside Commission for country. forms part of the NCC's Chief 
in this issue and I would like geological conservation published in Britain to date. 7 Scotland. In essence it is proposed Sir William Wilkinson, the NCC Scientist Directorate (CSD), and 
briefly to outline them. The Rhynie hot-spring deposit that the functions exercised by Chairman, has expressed concern it is unclear at present how CSD 

Although broadly satisfied Nigel Trewin reports on the latest research on one of Britain's most these bodies should in future be over some aspects of the proposals would be affected by the 
with the content of the journal we important but unusual sites - the invisible SSSI! 10 jointly exercised by new bodies for and commented that "We will look to proposals. We hope that more 
felt the presentation left much to Geological 'Prime Sites' in Shropshire Scotland and Wales, but with the Ministers, and ultimately to details will be available in due 
be desired. This time around we Conservation at county level - Maggie Rowlands brings us up to date. 14 NCC and the Countryside Parliament, to ensure that the final course, and will return to this 
have introduced a colour front Commission remaining as separate package is appropriately balanced topic in the next issue of Earth 
cover and adopted more of a I Into the future I bodies in England. To bring about and pays full regard to the special science conservation. 
magazine-style format. We hope these changes, enabling legislation circumstances in Scotland and 
this makes the journal more 

Where is the earth science conservation movement heading as we 
will need to be put before Wales, whilst at the same time Des O'Halloran. NCC 

attractive and easier to read. 
approach the 1990s? 
Government proposals for the NCC 3 

Since 1987 the journal has Earth science conservation - where next? 3 
grown in a largely unplanned Regionally Important Geological Sites (RIGS) 13 
way as we searched for the right BIGC - a new force in earth science conservation 17 
format. Production and postage New moves in coastal management 21 
costs rose sharply over this 
period and, at a time of financial Earth science conservation - where next?I Site news Istringency, we have had to take 

Murchison anniversary - Wardie Shore - Webster's Claypit a sober look at the journal's 
Fairlight Cove - SSSI notification - Arrant exploitation? - Pittenweem finances. We decided that, 

painful though it might be, the Barton Cliff - Charmouth bypass. 23-27 One of the most satisfying aspects of county level (RIGS, see page 13) we do it? Well, it is certain that no 
subscription needed to rise to taking the job of Head of the Earth are solid evidence that their single body, the NCC or anyone else, 
something akin to market rates, I Blue Circle supports conservation I Science Division at the NCC last year conservation through county will achieve many of the aims alone. 
in order to place the journal on a has been a duty (and some time!) to structur~lans is viable They will need a lot of individual andBaker's Hole - Cauldon Railway Cutting 28 
surer financial footing. We hope consider, and consult on, where earth collective initiatives. It seems helpful

D Achieving a far higher level of science conservation might develop to try to set out these in more detail 
to the journal will reassure our 
that the parallel improvements I Commissioned research I 

over the next few years. It would be understanding of our needs by by way of working towards a 
Orfordness - the conservation options 18 planners, mineral extraction andvery easy to take an SSSI, consensus of views, and we havereaders that it remains value for 

waste disposal companies. Their NCC-centred view of this, and I'm attempted this in the form of a money. 
work impinges directly on both I Publications I determined we do not fall into this consultative document. It is notWhile we can continue to 
SSSIs, RIGS and other sitesparticular trap. At a first analysis, particularly NCC or SSSI orientated,keep the flag of geological Quaternary of Wales - The Malvern Hills 
Contacts with these groupsthere are several recurrent themes, but instead attempts a much widerconservation flying, how The making of modem Britain. 28-30 strongly suggest that ignorance ofmost of which happen to be reflected view involving all practitioners. It issuccessful we are depends 
our needs is a further hurdle onin the contents of this issue. These addressed specifically to fellow much on the support and I Readers' forum I top of planning and commercialare- geologists and geomorphologists on participation of our readership. 

Maggie Rowlands and David Norman exchange views on the question considerations the grounds that of all groups we areEarth science conservation 
D A need for a much higher level of of site management plans. 31 most likely to initiate suchoffers a rallying point for news 

collaboration between all D Closer involvement by conservation of our sites. and views from those who are 
practitioners in site conservation educationalists and other To consult effectively on such a 

Earth science conservation is the journal of the Earth Science Division
actively working to conserve our conservation bodies, particularly The Geological Society! document is ambitious, and carriesearth science heritage. 

Palaeontological Association! the county-based wildlife trusts, inof the Nature Conservancy Council. the risk of exposing serious disunity Compiling this issue has been the conservation of earth scienceWe would like to thank all those who have assisted in the preparation Geological Curators' Group meeting between conservationists. However, made easier by the large of the journal. However, the opinions expressed by the contributors (see page 7) seems a perfect model sites They have a lot to offer, there is every indication that it willnumber of external contributions. are not necessarily those of the NCe. for formal sharing of ideas at especially at a practical instead show consensus, and weThese articles offer ample Journal editor: Dr Des O'HaUoran. national level, and the county-based conservation level on sites. certainly intend it as a working draft evidence that the earth science Journal secretary: Alan Green. initiatives reported by Maggie to be altered during consultationconservation movement has D A perception of earth scienceFor details of UK and overseas subscription rates and all subscription Rowlands and Mike Harley a model rather than a finished article. Wefound its feet and is on the move. conservation as an important partqueries please contact the journal secretary. of local collaboration at a practical propose to send it- the title is EarthSo don't delay, write in to of green issues in the eyes of theJournal address: Earth Science Division, site level. science conservation: a draft'Readers' forum' and tell others public. Even with the high profile 
what you think; give details of 

Nature Conservancy Council, Northminster House, Peterborough PE1 lOA. 
strategy - to a wide range ofTelephone (0733) 40345 D Establishment of a comprehensive of green issues I doubt if there 
practising conservationists in forthcoming events or submit a network of sites to complement the would be more than a small ripple 
geology and geomorphology. Welonger article. Why not pick up a SSSI network. The latter, covering outside geology and 
wish to have the widest consultationpen or the telephone and 2200 or so sites, cannot possibly do geomorphology circles if earth 
possible, and if you would like tocontact me now? Our front cover photograph shows a view of the South Gower coast. justice to the thousands of other science conservation fell by the 

This photo was taken by Dr Stewart Campbell, co-author of the make sure that you are on thesites of research and educational wayside. We need this support, 
circulation list, please telephone meQuaternary of Wales - the first volume to be published in the GCR series. interest. There is evidence that especially as they include the 

Its appearance will be a milestone in the NCC's earth science 
Or Des O'Halloran 

on (0733) 40345. these sites are widely threatened, thousands of owners of sites. 
conservation endeavours. 

Editor 
and the spontaneous schemes at Very nice, you say, but how can Chris Stevens, NCC 
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the regions, involved in day to day 
management of the crown-owned 
conservation estate. A small core staff 
of fewer than 100 located centrally Bruce Hayward, 
are charged with the important roles 

Geological Society of New of research and advocacy. 
At the present time the DoC 

manages the protected natural areas 
Zealand 
New Zealand has a long history of 

under its care using a complicated nature conservation endeavours 
hierarchy of reserve classification stretching back over a century to the 
ranging from strongly protected creation of our first National Park in 
National Parks, Nature Reserves and 1887. AB elsewhere, nature 
Scientific Reserves down to less conservation in our country has 
strictly protected Scenic Reserves, largely concentrated on our 
Farm Parks and Recreation terrestrial flora and fauna but in 
Reserves. These classifications are recent years has broadened its 
currently under review. perspective to cover all aspects, with 

Outside of crown ownership there particular emphasis at present on our 
are several possibilities for legal rapidly diminishing wetlands and 
protection of privately-owned areas coastal marine resources To date, 
and features If the owner is inabout 5 million hectares, or 20% of 
agreement an Open-Space Covenant New Zealand is set aside as 
can be placed over a specified area protected natural areas in crown 
of land and registered on the legal ownership and management. Almost 
title. This covenant protects the land all this area has been reserved 
from specified destructive activities because of its aesthetic and biotic 
depending on the type of feature and values but it also incidentally protects 
is a legal agreement between the a significant number of important 
owner and the independent Queen earth science features. Nearly half also been included in these specifically for conservation of our 
Elizabeth II National Trust which this area is contained within the crown-owned National Parks country's natural heritage, we still 
administers and promotes the twelve National Parks which mostly Geological features, lowland soils have no person employed in earth 
scheme. The covenants are bindingpreserve our more scenic mountain and examples of our less spectacular science conservation Thus the role 
on all subsequent owners and can lands on both the main islands They landforms are not yet well of advocating and lobbying for the 
only be broken with agreement ofthereby also protect most of our represented in protected areas, but protection of earth science features 
the Trust board. glaciers, fiords, mountain landforms the future is looking brighter with has fallen on the learned societies, 

A less powerful option is toand four of our five active andesite increasing awareness of earth especially the Geological Society of 
register sites of Special Scientific volcanoes. A large number of other science conservation needs in New New Zealand 
Importance on the Regional or Geysers at Whakarewarewa appear to have been saved by the forced closure of 
District Planning Scheme. This action 

spectacular landforms, such as Zealand. Although there are upwards Since its formation in 1955, the 
several hundred bores in surrounding Rotorua city over the last two years. 

does not require the owner's 
waterfalls, island y,olcanoes, of fifty government research and Geological Society has been actively 

(Photo by L Homer, New Zealand Geological Survey) eroded badlands and gorges, have management staff employed involved in a number of campaigns to 
agreement but can be appealed bysave important geological features 
the owner, and the local authority may New Zealand's geothermal featuresunder threat from destruction and 
be required to purchase the site or reclamation of old quarries. These Among New Zealand's most important features are its geothermal systems lift the listing. The guardianship ofhave resulted in the creation of ten that occur in a number of small fields in the volcanically-active central part ofthese registered sites is in the hands scientific reserves (purchased by the North Island. The most spectacular features are the geysers which occur in of each local council and can easily crovm) specifically for their only seven countries worldwide. New Zealand's geysers. rivalled only bybe waived by a council decision. geological values and of a number of those at Yellowstone in the USA, are the most impressive in the southern New Zealand also has a number other sites. hemisphere.of very active conservation groups 

Last century there were over 130 geysers regularly active in five major the largest of which is the Forest and Organisation of nature conservation geothermal fields on North Island. Today, fewer than 15 of the original 130Bird Society with a membership of in New Zealand geysers in New Zealand remain active. 60,000 (2% of New Zealanders). Its 1987 saw a major upheaval and Ten years ago the Geological Society prepared an assessment of thepermanent staff of about ten people rationalisation of the New Zealand remaining values of the 88 geothermal surface fields in New Zealand. The direct most of their energies towards Government's nature conservation resulting report recommended complete protection of Whakarewarewa, and promoting and lobbying for effort and a major legislative revision three other fields and the deferral of any exploitation of seven others which conservation.is due this year or in 1990 The had significant discharge features, such as mud pools, fumaroles and hot 
reorganisation resulted in the springs. Since then the Geological Society and others have waged a long, New Zealand Geopreservation
amalgamation of a number of arduous campaign to have Whakarewarewa geysers protected by aInventory
government bodies that had been complete ban on extraction of the underground resource. 

Earth science features in Newinvolved independently in Finally in 1987 the New Zealand government recognised the international 
Zealand cover a diverse range of siteconservation A major new values of Whakarewarewa and implemented a policy of complete bore 

pes and sizes, threatened by a vast government department - the closures within 1.5km of the geysers. These and imposed royalty charges array of human activities and Department of Conservation (DoC)  have reduced hot water extraction to less than 25% of two years ago. Field 
requiring an equally broad range of with several thousand employees pressures have increased and geyser activity has improved slightly. The 
management measures. So much haswas created with the mission to geysers appear to have been saved for the moment although the citizens and 
gone in the past 150 years that the manage, undertake research into and local politicians of Rotorua continue to battle with government to re-open time has come for us to identify now advocate conservation in New their bores or find ways around the closures. 
those features and sites that we wishZealand. The majority of staff are in 
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The 1886 eruption of basalt scoria and ash from this rift along a number of rhyolite 
domes that form Mt Tarawera is of international scientific importance. It is also the site 
of New Zealand's most destructive erupllon in hIstoric Hmes. The mountam has no 
legal protection and is already scarred by a road to the surnmlt and a landing strip. 
(Photo by L Homer, New Zealand Geological Survey) 

Turakirae Head Scientific Reserve near Wellington was established in the 1970s to 
protect a strip of coastline with a series of five raised shorelines. These beaches date 
a series of uplifts and major earthquakes over the last 6,000 years on the adjacent 
large fault Reserve formation was the culmination of a 10 year campaign by the 
GeologIcal Society of New Zealand in the face of advancing quarrying activity. 
(Photo by L Homer, New Zealand Geological Survey) 



New Zealand owes much of its 
present shape and character to its 
position astride a collision 
boundary between the Indian and 
Pacific plates. One consequence of 
the tremendous activity 
concentrated into this collision 
zone has been the eruption of 
volcanic rocks in North Island, 

The 18 year campaign to save 
Wiri lava cave in Auckland City 
highlights the damage suffered by 
landforms of the young Auckland 
volcanic field since human 
colonisation. Much of the beauty 
and character of New Zealand's 
largest city is derived from its 
volcanic landscape centred on the 
fifty or so basaltic scoria and tuff 
cones that have erupted over the 
last 100,000 years. In the last 180 
years however not one has 
escaped untouched by Man's 
activities. Many have their craters 
and peaks modified by reservoirs, 
playing fields and parking areas; 
their lower slopes pockmarked by 
abandoned quarries and covered 
in suburban housing and apartment 
blocks. Some have been 
completely quarried away and are 
now only remembered through the 
aggregate they provided to the 
city's roads and concrete edifices. 

The basalt lava flows sometimes 
enclose unusual lava caves, formed 
when molten lava inside continues 
to flow out leaving an elongate 

;: 

cave. By far the best surviving lava 
cave in the Auckland field is at 
Wiri. 

In the early 1970s, the 
Geological and Speleological 
Societies jointly approached the 
owners, New Zealand Rail, asking 
them to protect this cave from 
damage by blasting in 
the nearby railways' quarry. New 
Zealand Rail refused to negotiate 
formal protection, although the 
cave was added to the register on 
the local District Scheme. On 
several occasions in the 1980s, 
vigilance by local speleologists has 
saved the cave from destruction by 
encroaching quarrying activities, 
as swift pleas to government 
ministers brought temporary 
reprieves. 

The case came to a head in 
1987 as the Rail Corporation 
prepared to realise its aggregate 
assets by sale or lease of the whole 
quarry, including the cave, to 
private enterprise. Lobbying by 
the Speleological and Geological 
Societies brought local media and 
television coverage and greater 
support than previously. This 
initiated a lengthy period of 
negotiations between the local 
authority, the Department of 
Conservation, the Rail Corporation 
and others, which hopefully will at 
last result in some form of 
permanent protection, 
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The 280m long Wiri Lava Cave beneath an Auckland city suburb is the most important 
surviving example of this type of landform in New Zealand. (Photo by L Homer, New 
Zealand Geological Survey) 
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to retain for posterity and take 
measures, to protect them. To this 
end, New Zealand earth science 
societies (geological, geographical, 
geomorphological, soil science, 
speleological and landscape 
architects) have taken upon 
themselves the task of compiling an 
inventory of all nationally and 
regionally important sites, The aim is 
to identify and then ensure the 
protection of a full cross,section of 
the naturallandforms, geological 
features, and soil types which best 
characterise each part of New 
Zealand, including the commonplace 
as well as the unique and 
spectacular, 

Selected features will illustrate 
the different stages of New Zealand's 
geological history and the physical 
processes which have combined to 
produce its present landscape. The 
inventory has been divided into a 
number of categories, each of which 
is being compiled and assessed on a 
national basis using the combined 
experience and knowledge of the 
New Zealand earth science 
community. 

To date over 1800 sites have been 
identified, documented and entered 
in the computerised data base. 
Categories so far completed are 
fossil sites, earth deformation 
features, geothermal fields and 
Quaternary volcanoes and volcanic 
features. Others underway include 
sedimentary rocks, older volcanic 
rocks, caves and karst, soils and 
geomorphological sites, 

Each listed site is given ratings 
based on its scientific and 
educational value and its 
vulnerability to modification or 
destruction by human activity. From 
these ratings a list is being drawn up 
giving priority for various forms of 
protected status The DoC has 
agreed to progressively take over 
management of the Inventory as it is 
completed and hopefully will follow 
up the recommendations 

At the present time the DoC is 
heavily involved in a major survey 
programme to identify and protect 
regionally representative areas of 
remnant natural habitat (terrestrial 
and marine), We envisage data from 
the Geopreservation Inventory 
playing a vital supplementary role in 
establishing this more 
comprehensive network of 
representative protected areas 
throughout New Zealand over the 
next 20 years 
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The use and 
conservation of 
palaeontological sites 
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Introduction 

This is an important publication, not 
only for its content, but also in 
recognition of the collaborative spirit 
in which the meeting, upon which it 
was based, was planned and brought 
to fruition, Geological conservation 
has been, and regrettably remains, 
something of a Cinderella subject 
within the British earth sciences. The 
exposure to public gaze of critiCism, 
some constructive and some less 
well-intended, has not helped in 
creating an atmosphere within which 
human and physical resources can 
be deployed to achieve at least some 
of the most commonly-held goals 
The consequence must, to the 
external and uninvolved eye, be 
somewhat bemusing recollecting the 
lines from King Lear ' , , "To wilful 
men, the injuries that they 
themselves procure must be their 
schoolmasters, " 

The two day meeting was 
conceived by the Geological 
Society's Conservation Committee 
and run under the auspices of that 
Society, the Palaeontological 
Association and the Geological 
Curators' Group As far as can be 
determined this meeting was the 
only contribution made by the entire 
British geological community to the 
European Year of the Environment 
(EYE), Funds to support the costs of 
overseas speakers and publication 
costs were granted by the Geological 
Society and the Nature Conservancy 
Council respectively; the remaining 
publication costs were met by the 
Palaeontological Association, The 
meeting also saw the launch of The 
British Institute for Geological 
Conservation (BIGC) which offers the 
prospect of creating a national forum 
for discussion and the achievement of 
consensus (see page 17 of this issue). 

The volume consists of twelve 

The contents of the volume reflect a number of themes which can 
be summarised as follows 

Overview papers 
The meaning and purpose ofpalaeontological site conservation 
T P Besterman 
Geological conservation: a review ofpast problems and future 
promises - G P Black 

Palaeontological conservation - past experience, future needs 
Palaeontological site conservation in Britain: facts, form, function and 
efficacy - W A Wimbledon 
British palaeobotanical sites - C JCleal 
British fossil reptile sites - M JBenton 
British Mesozoic mammal sites - K A Kermack 
Tbe conservation ofbiostratigraphical sites - JC W Cope 

The social interface - the law, collecting and pricing 
The interface between 'professional' palaeontologists and 'amateur'
 
fossil collectors - JE Robinson
 
Palaeontological site conservation and the law in Britain 

M A Taylor and JD C Harte 
Palaeontological site conservation and the professional collector 
M A Taylor 
The value ofpalaeontological site conservation: views of a fossil 
hl.l.Jl:er - S P W000. 

The price of fossils - W D I Rolfe, A C Milner and F G May 

The wider viewpoint - international experience 
Challenges ofmanagement ofpalaeontological site resources in the 
United States - W A Clemens 
The protection of fossils and palaeontological slt(3s in the Federal 
Republic of Germany - R Wild 
The 'Fossil Cliffs' at joggins, Nova Scotia: a Canadian case-study 
L Ferguson 

contributions directed to the needs of 
the users of palaeontological sites 
and to site conservation in the British 
context. Three speakers from 
overseas added their invaluable 
international experience to the 
meeting. 

A record of the discussion is also 
recorded, following each paper, so 
that balance is provided to the thrust 
of each particular contribution. 

Overview papers 

The opening paper by Besterman, 
together with Black's later 
contribution, provide overviews for 
the current conservation scene and 
options for the future, Besterman, in a 
closely-argued and documented 
paper, attempts to place 
palaeontological site conservation 
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practice within a wider, social 
context. He effectively debates the 
different philosophies of conservation 
which arise through the application of 
systems of protective preservation as 
compared to sensitive site 
management. Neither of these offers 
a total solution for palaeontological 
site conservation practice which is 
seen to require positive management 
through effective husbandry. These 
ideas are further explored through a 
consideration of the sites which need 
to be preserved, the site-users 
(recreational, commercial, 
educational and research) and the 
consequential threats through 
geological exploitation, quarrying, 
infilling and misguided conservation. 
The author recognises that the 
responsibility for sites is widely 



past decade. Wimbledon provides in for· a discussion within the Rolfe, Milner and Hay to provide a be overworked by field visits. WiderEarth science conservation policy - George Black's rationale conclusion the draft of a charter pclaeontological community, of the scholarly and comprehensive appreciation of the existing legalo Recording and documentation of geologically significant localities in UK for palaeontological conservation; a legal issues and their resolution. treatise on the subject. The authors system is necessary but the powers
non-prescriptive approach whicho Identification of sites of international, national and local significance Whether that discussion takes place recognise the nsks associated with of the existing legislation should not 
should achieve wide recognition.o Updating of such site designations may be a lodestone to the degree high-priced fossils which can lead to be minimised. Nevertheless the

Three papers deal with specific and extent of deep-seated the overworking - commonly illegal changes that many speakers soughto Maintenance of those sites subject to natural deterioration 
palaeontological sites covering professional concern for these - of important sites. The lack of a will only come through far widero Presentation of case for site preservation where threatened by palaeobotany (Cleal), reptiles matters. For the immediate future recognised basis for pricing fossils is support and understanding from both development (Benton) and Mesozoic mammals there seems no ,likelihood that clearly highlighted by the results of the palaeontological and widero Maximising the scientific potential of sites (Kermack) which have built upon palaeontological-specific legislation an experiment carried out at the geological communities. o Addition of new sites as opportunity affords work carried out as part of the GCR. will be enacted. The very best needs meeting when a series of All who contributed to the
In each case the author provides ao Resources for proper curation of collections from conserved sites to be made of the system which photographs of fossils were offered to successful organisation and outcome
listing of sites with a discussion of exists at present; possibly the authors the audience for pricing. of this meeting are to be
particular conservation issues devoted too little positive Interestingly enough, the issue of the congratulated. The editors of this 
including threats to sites. Cleal and consideration to this aspect. costing, as distinct from the pricing, volume, Peter Crowther and BillPalaeontological site conservation - Bill Wimbledon's charter Benton both consider the distinctive The position of the professional of commercial fossil collecting is not Wimbledon, have performed ano Fossils sites are a renewable resource features of the rationale for fossil collector is aired, in two papers, addressed excellent task in ensuring that the o Many fossils are better conserved in a museum than left in situ conservation and separately cover by Taylor and Wood. Taylor results of the meeting wereo Future finds may change the importance of a site site selection procedures and site recognises the benefits offered by The wider viewpoint - published rapidly. The volume is an o There is no general justification to minimise collecting; prohibition is not use respectively. commercial collectors in the finding international experience important contribution to earthjustified Cope presents a review of the of new fossils and argues that there is science conservation in Britain andThe last three papers raisedo Commercial collecting is not necessarily wrong; partnership in collection particular issues which influence no need for control on extraction on deserves to be widely read andconsiderable interest at the meetingis to be encouraged biostratigraphical sites which are eroding coastlines or in new acted upon.in that they were directed too Collaborative large-scale site excavations are to be welcomed generally subject to considerable exposures opened by such comparable issues in other countries.o Collecting quotas are not appropriate pressure by research workers, collectors The pillaging of quarries Clemens' account of the position in o Fossils should be accessible to bona fide scientists; but they need not collectors and educational groups. or exposures for fossils is regarded the United States highlighted thenecessarily be housed in museums near site. However that very pressure may (to a as the exception The trade in fossils commonly prescriptive, bureaucraticdegree) provide an element of is considered to be ethical. This 

distributed and, with a clear note of than through the statutory bodies and protection, in that damage to, or methods which are used for control of 
theme is followed by Wood who 

regret, states that "the majority of by the dedicated enthusiasts. potential loss of, a site is more likely some palaeontological sites. The
firmly and convincingly argues forpalaeontologists display a to be recognised at an early stage publication of the report by Raup et
the benefits to science which flow Palaeontological conservation depressing indifference to the notion and a prospect of remedial action a1 hopefully heralds a new era which
from commercial collecting.

of site conservation". There is a past experience, future needs exists. The importance of a 'second will improve the utilisation of the
Although both Taylor and Woodcontinuing strand, running through tier' level of sites is underlined as a nation's fo~l resources WildAn authoritative paper by refer to the pricing of fossils it is left tothe paper, which argues that site and describea the position in the FederalWimbledon opens the main scientific means of reducing unfavourable 

Republic of Germany drawingspecimen conservation need to be impact on the very best sites.content of the volume He reviews the 
particularly upon the well-knownviewed as a continuum leaving a hint operation of the Geological 
sites of Solnhofen-Eichstatt, Messelthat the author would welcome some The social interface - the law,Conservation Review and its 
and Holzmaden and illustrating the tighter controls than exist at present. achievements in terms of collecting and pricing 
degree of protection or vulnerability Black's paper Qpens with a palaeontological site selection and FIve papers address the problems which exists at different locations. historical perspective which is then argues the purposes for which a associated with fossil collecting as The last paper by Ferguson dealsfollowed by a review of the particular site is, or should be, conserved. This 

issues seen to weaken the case for viewed from differing standpoints. with the specific site at ]oggins, Nova is followed by an objective
the advance of geological Robinson, in consideration of the Scotia which was declared adiscussion of some of the successes 
conservation. This statement interplay between professional and 'protected' site m 1972; theand failures of conservation over the amateur use of sites, stresses the advantages and inadequacies of the 
between geological and biological 
recognises the key differences 

importance of sIte usage. Pressures legislative system are reviewed. This 
conservation which still need to be can be reduced by the use of 'second albeit brief familiarisation with issues 

tier' sites but our National Scheme for overseas leaves one with the Collaborative effort - the De La 
Beche unconformity in Somerset, 

more fully spelt out and recognised 
Geological Site Documentation conclusion that the opportunities 
needs proper financial and logistic offered by the legislation in this 

within and without the geological 
with Inferior Oolite overlying community. The need for a wider 
Carboniferous Limestone. This support. The important role of country are not to be belittled.coverage of site documentation than section was excavated III aGeologists' Association in its supportthe high quality GCR site portfolio is collaborative effort by members ofConclusionof positive conservation measures isalso clearly stated. Black sets out in several geological societies. 

properly recorded. The role of local A theme which flows from many conclusion eight interdependent (Photo by Bill Wimbledon, NCC) 
tasks which he believes are geological societies is recognised as papers is the evolution in viewpoint 
necessary to underpin the future a major factor in supporting a national which is taking place over the use of 
rationale for earth science geological conservation network. palaeontological sites and the 

ReferenceTaylor and Harte provide a parallel role of museum collections.conservation in this country. No 
Raup, D.M., Black, c.c.,helpful overview of the law as it Positive conservation through site doubt the completeness of this 
Blackstone, S., Dole, H.,affects palaeontological site husbandry responsive to the 
Grogan, S, Larsen, P., ]enkins, F., 

statement will be the subject of much 
conservation and fossil collecting. particular needs of the site is discussion in the future but to achieve 

POjeta, ], Robinson, P,The paper spells out the Damage to sites - the local authority important and responsible 
a dramatic change in the generally 
success there will need to be, firstly, 

Roybal, c., Schopf, ].W,created this artificial scree slope tomadequacies of the existing system commercial collection is likely to 
held perception by the earth Stehli, F.G. and Wolberg, 0support a footpath along the cliff top, with regard to the statutory enhance the scientific and 

1987. Palaeontologicalthereby obscuring an internationalframework, the powers of site conservation value of a site. sciences community as a whole. For 
stratotype, Portland. Collecting. National Academicoccupiers, and the private and public Nevertheless, a portfolio of 'secondwithout their understanding and (Photo by Bill Wimbledon. NCC) Press, Washington D C.ownership of fossils The writers call tier' sites is essential if sites are not tosupport little will be achieved other 

VoJuntary effort - an amateur and 
professional workforce excavates 
dinosaur remains, Wiltshire. 
(Photo by Bill Wimbledon, NCC) 
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The chert is of early Devonian so far from the present work is difficult material (other drilling 
age and thus represents one of the presented here attempts with small drills have 
earliest terrestrial plant/animal Geochemical analysis of the chert generally failed), With permission 
communities in the fossil record, and associated carbonaceous from the NCC and valuable advice 
Although much has been written on sandstones (Rice and Trewin 1988) from Dr Lyon, the owner of the site, a 

Nigel H Trewin, 

o metres 200 
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Borehole at 49° in direction shown 
situated at point of arrow 

Dip of strata20 
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-f- Vertical strata 
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Devoniano Dryden Flags and Shales 

~46:l Rhynie cheI1 
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~ Ifl Mainly cheI1y sandstone with

andeslte (V) and 

D Granite 

tuffaceous sandstone (T) 

Areas of exposed sllicification 
and veining 

Ordovician intrusions o Mica diorite 

Geological sketch map of the Rhynie area with borehole location. 
Map modified from Rice and Trewin (1988) and incorporating data from 
Mackie (1913). 

the plants and arthropods there is still shows significant enrichment in gold, borehole location was selected The 
plenty of scope for palaeontological arsenic and antimony, three presence of chert at the site was 
work of both a taxonomic and elements known to be enriched in checked by using the Aberdeen 

University of Aberdeen 

Geological setting ecological natur;e, Despite the modern hot-spring systems. Similar Geology Department drilling rig 
obvious palaeontological importance enrichments also occur in the cherty before the larger rig was brought onThe Rhynie SSSI in north-east 
of Rhynie, very little work of a rocks of the nearby fault zone site,Scotland consists of two fields 
general geological nature has been Extensive replacement of lavas and Subsequent drilling at an anglebeneath which lies the Rhynie Chert, 
done since its original discovery. tuffs by alkali-feldspar, chlorite, illite calculated to intersect the maximum world famous for its early Devonian 
This is entirely due to the lack of smectite and silica has taken place, stratigraphic thickness resulted in a silicified plants and arthropods. The 
fresh rock exposure, and the feldspar also occurs as 354m cored section with good Rhynie outlier of Lower Old Red 

Mackie (1913) first suggested that rhombs in veins Thus the recovery of both chert and Sandstone (ORS) is 21km long by up 
volcanic activity and the action of geochemical and mineralogical interbedded shale and sandstone. to 3km wide and is bounded by a 
geysers and hot springs were evidence confirms the hot-spring fault at the western margin. The ORS 
responsible for the formation of the hypothesis and supports the idea that sequence, a maximum of 500-1 OOOm 
chert, and Vulliamy (in Seward 1931) hot-spring feeders existed in the fault thick, is dominated by sandstones of 
drew a reconstruction of the zone and that the plant-bearing chert fluvial origin and finer grained rocks Rhynie - the case for environment based on this is a siliceous sinter. Examination ofmainly of alluvial plain facies 
interpretation. A sketch of some many blocks of chert has now conservationAndesitic lava flows are present in 
aspects of the environment deduced revealed typical laminated the northern part of the outlier The 

sinter-textures with evidence ofORS rests unconformably on, and is 
brecciation and resealing. The Rhynie Chert SSSI is one offaulted against, Dalradian o 
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Rhynie now has a our most important SSSIs. Themetasediments and the Ordovician JSoil well-documented second claim to site has been notified on the 
fame, being the first fully preserved 

Boganclogh basic intrusive complex. 
basis of three separate interests The Rhynie Chert locality lies ,] Poor recovery. precious-metal bearing hot-spring identified by the Geological CheI1s may beonly 300m to the east of the boundary 

in situ. system to be described from the Conservation Review (GCR); fault, which here dips east at the 
5 United Kingdom It is also palaeobotanical (because it has unusually shallow angle of 34°-40° Brown weathered 

remarkable in being of Palaeozoicmicaceous shales some of the finest preserved and 
age; mostLtescribed systems being 

Between the chert and the fault a lava 
earliest land plants in the world); flow and tuffaceous sediments have 

~ISequence no older than Tertiary in age. palaeoentomological (with the been located, and close to the fault dominated by 
earliest known, wingless insect grey, cherty, extensive silicification accompanied 

10 carbonaceous The Rhynie drilling project RyniellaJ,' and arthropods (it by brecciation of the rocks has taken and micaceous 
being one of the finest Devonian sandstones with place, Since there is no natural outcrop of 

:g interbedded microarthropod sites in the the Rhynie chert, the flora and fauna cherts with plants The significance of Rhynie world). The site is however preserved in 3D have been studied from loose blocks 
The plant-bearing chert was first particularly anomalous because and from material dug from trenches 

J5 • Plants when visited it appears to becollected as loose blocks by Mackie, in the weathered surface zone Apartin chert 
QJ nothing more than an area of 

1913 by Tait - a fossil collector to the 
and then located in trenches dug in from the first trenches of 1913 theF Fault '0 

..c: open fields. While this may begreatest period of trenching activity ~ Cherts 
~ 
0 

..0 
considered an excellent method 

obtained at that time formed th.e basis 
Geological Survey, The material t\+~ Sandstone was from 1963-1971 Some trenches 

of preserving the site, it also has Shales, have been re-opened for 
mudstones,20 some drawbacks regardingfor the classic work on the plants by conferences and extended at variousD siltstones

Filamentous and unicellular algae are access! 
also present in the chert and have 

Kidston and Lang (1917-21), Edwards and thin times. Such trenches rapidly.5 
sandstones..c: Since the site was discovered 

common form Rhynia major as 
(1986) has recently redescribed the degrade and cannot be maintainedQ.

been described by Edwards and in the early years of this century 
Aglaophyton major and provided a 

as on-site exposures, A further c3 Sequence
Lyon (1983), Silicification was rapid, interest has concentrated almost 

new reconstruction of the plant, as 
dominated by consequence of lack of exposure is 
laminated grey25since in some specimens plant stems exclusively on fossil specimens. that the extent and thickness of thegreen shales with are preserved up to 15 cm high in Recent work, summarised here 

growth position, the siliceous sinter 
well as new evidence on the thin, fIne grained chert-bearing sequence is unknown. 

micaceous by Nigel Trewin, redresses this radiation of early plants, Virtually nothing was known prior tosandstones.having been deposited around the imbalance and provides a more 
chert is the perfect silicification of the 

The remarkable feature of the Rare examples of the drilling, about the softer rocks 
dessiccation orgrowing plants, detailed knowledge of the extent which are interbedded with the chert shrinkage cracks.In addition to the plant remains, a 30 and nature of the geological 

examined in detail. The structure of 
plants, in which cell structure can be Faults with and which could be expected to 

brecciation andnumber of arthropods are present, environment which producedprovide much sedimentological and 
some calciteincluding a mite Protacarus, a the amazing fossils, This 

sporangia with spores in place can all 
the xylem, the stomata, and possibly palaeontological information veins. Rare thin 

collembolan springtail Rhyniella and laminated cheI1s information underlines the relevant to environmental 
and chertythe small aquatic shrimp-like importance of the site and the be observed Spores can also be reconstruction.sandstones.35 JLepidocaris, Some of the arthropods case for its long-term 

germination. Sealed lesions of the 
found in various stages of The only way, short of major 

sucked sap from the plants, and conservation, 
stems indicate repair of damage 

destructive excavation to study the 
others may have fed on spores and sequence of rocks below the 

probably caused by sap-sucking micro-organisms in the soil. A spider Preliminary log of the cored weathered zone (about 7m thick) is David Nonnan, NCCPalaeoctenzia and trigonotarbid section containing thearthropods, and fungal spores and by cored borehole In 1988 the 
hyphae present within plant tissue arachnids Palaeocharinus preyed on Rhynie Chert beds opportunity arose to hire a drill 
record stages of decay of the plants. the smaller arthropods (Rolfe 1980). capable of taking a core in this 
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Section of slabbed core showing 
transition from carbonaceous 
sandstone to plant-bearing 
chert with cross-sections of plant stems. 

(Photo by Nigel Trewin) 



Sketch reconstruction of the Rhynie area at the time of formation of the Rhynie 
Chert. In the foreground Asteroxylon.Rhynia and Aglaophyton grow on a 
sandy substrate bordering a pool fringed by exposed mudflat with 
desiccation cracks. In the middle distance geysers and hot springs vent silica 
rich water which deposits sinter around the vents and periodically invades 
areas with plant growth. Volcanic tuff cones and lava flows lie along the line 
of the marginal fault, beyond which uplifted basement terrain is being 
eroded and is supplying detritus to the area by streams. 

Some of the chert beds were 
fractured and the core had to be 
carefully reconstructed prior to 
slabbing. The core was slabbed and 
the central slice embedded in resin 
for permanent preservation as a 
record of the sequence encountered 
The offcuts from the core are being 
used for detaileCl investigations 
which include geochemistry and 
mineralogy (Dr C M Rice), isotope 
studies and fluid inclusions 
(Dr B Caulfield), organic geochemistry 
(Dr M JPearson), palynology 
(Dr D JBatten) and sedimentology 
(the author). This work forms part of a 
project on the geology of the area led 
by Dr Rice. 

Results 

A preliminary log of the cored 
section reveals that at least eight 
plant-bearing chert beds, with 
thicknesses ranging from 5-70cm, are 
distributed through more than llm of 
strata. The cherts are apparently 
lenticular and no clear correlation 
has been possible with the trench 
sections. Preservation of plants in the 
various chert beds is very variable 
and probably related to the growth 
season of the plants in which 
silicification took place. 

The cherts are interbedded with, 
and generally grade into, cherty 
carbonaceous sandstone in which 
most plant material is carbonised, but 

some is poorly sllicified. The 
sandstone is chert cemented, highly 
micaceous and generally lacks 
current-produced structures 
Laminated shales,slltstones and fine 
sandstones in the cored section are 
grey-green in colour and have 
occasional desiccation cracks Thin 
silt beds are frequently graded, 
sandstones are generally massive or 
contain soft sediment structures and 
possible bioturbation. The shales and 
silts were deposited in shallow 
ephemeral pools subject to 
desiccation, and the plants grew on a 
dominantly sandy substrate at the 
margins of the pools. 

Hot spring activity periodically 
flooded low-lying areas resulting in 
silicification of the plants and 
deposition of siliceous sinter. Current 
work will greatly refine the 
interpretation of the surface 
environment and reveal the details of 
the underlying epithermal system 

This single borehole has 
provided valuable material and 
information to further knowledge of 
this important site. When the results 
of the present study are complete a 
further phase 01 invesligalion can be 
planned to investigate the full extent 
of the chert and the relationship of 
the chert to the volcanics and the 
adjacent fault zone where the feeders 
for the springs are probably situated 
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A leaflet, entitled Bats Underground: 
a conservation code has been 
published by a partnership of the 
Fauna and Flora Preservation 
Society, the NCy and the Vincent 
Wildlife Trust. 

Disturbance of bats by visitors 
can upset underground breeding 
and hibernation The lesser and 
greater horseshoe bats have 
traditionally bred in underground 
sites but very few colonies are now 
left other species of bat can also 
breed underground on occasion 

any more bats choose to hibernate 
during the winter in underground 
sites If disturbed it takes a 
hibernating bat up to an hour to warm 

up enough to become fully active 
and, in the process, it can use up 
energy equivalent to about ten days 
hibernation. Disturbance can 
therefore mean that a bat's fat 
reserves could be exhausted before 
the winter is out, and the animal may 
perish. 

The code has the support of the 
National Association of Mining 
Historians Associalion (see Earth 
science conservation No 23, pages 
16-18), the British Cave Research 
Association and the National Caving 
Association. The leaflet lists British 
species of bats, identifying the rarer 
types, and explains their lifestyles. It 
offers specific advice on how 

underground visitors, be they 
geologists, cavers or mining 
historians, should conduct 
themselves so as to minimise 
disturbance to any bats in residence. 
Caves, mines and other underground 
sites are now being graded 
according to their importance to bats 
and the code briefly explains, with 
examples, how this is being done. 

Copies of the code are available 
from the Flora and Fauna 
Preservalion Society, 79-83 North 
Street, Brighton BNI IZA The code is 
issued free of charge but inclusion of 
an A5-size stamped self-addressed 
envelope would be appreciated. 

Des O'Halloran, NCC 

Regionally Important Geological Sites (RIGS)
 

The NCC has selected, through the 
Geological Conservation Review 
(1977-89), about 2000 geological and 
geomorphologicallocalities in Britain 
as being of national or international 
importance for research and 
education, and these have been 
given statutory protection as Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs). 

In the selection procedure, many 
candidate localities failed to meet the 
selection criteria, and form part of the 
resource of around 23,000 
non-statutory sites recorded by the 
museum-based National Scheme for 
Geological Site Documentation 
(NSGSD) 

In an attempt to conserve the 
most important of these sites, a 
number of museums, geological 
societies, vvildlife trusts and local 
authorities have identified the key 
geological localities in their counties 
and submitted details of these to the 
appropriate planning departments 
for inclusion in their structure plans, 
thereby affording them an element of 
mformal protection The criteria used 
to select these sites - known 
varIOusly as Second Tier Sites, Sites 
of Importance for Nature 
Conservation, Prime Sites, Grade 1 
Sites and Sites of Geological 
Significance - differ widely from 
area to area, and include educational 
value, research value and historical 
importance The number of sites per 
county or district also varies 
considerably from, for example, tens 
in Shropshire and Staffordshire to 
hundreds in Somerset and Avon The 

1West Yorkshlre 
2 Greater Manchester 
3 Staffordshlre 
4 Shropshire 
5 West Midlands 
6 Avon • 
7 Somerset 

© Crown Copyright 

Counties with 'second tier' sHe 
imtiatives. 

work of one organisation, the Black 
Country Geological Society, in 
Dudley Metropolitan Borough was 
described in Earth science 
conservation No 25, pages 29-35, and 
a similar initiative in Shropshire is 
reported in this issue in an article by 
Maggie Rowlands. 

It is clear that a network of such 
sites would usefully complement the 
SSSI coverage, and form the basis for 
field education and research at a 
more local level The need for sites of 
educational value is becoming 
increasingly important with the 
implementation of the National 
Science Curriculum, of which earth 
science will form a significant part. 

Adopting the term Regionally 
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Important Geological Sites (RIGS) for 
these sites, and a co-ordinated 
approach to their selection and 
conservation, may well be of benefit 
if a comprehensive nationwide 
coverage is to be achieved. We in 
the NCC feel that we can help in 
achieving this objective, and could 
usefully act as a catalyst to develop 
this kind of work further. We are 
currently gathering information on 
what has been done so far, and m 
seeking a col"isensus of ideas from 
those with experience in this field, 
hope to encourage the development 
of new schemes in other parts of 
Britain. I am keen, therefore, to hear 
from organisations and individuals 
who are interested or involved with 
such projects and invite you to write 
to me in the Earth Science Division 
explaining how your scheme 
operates and any ideas that you have 
for developing this work elsewhere 

A future issue of Earth science 
conservation will carry an article 
detailing the findings of these 
consultations and, if a consensus 
emerges, will outline a set of 
proposals for establishing a 
co-ordinated national network of 
RIGS. 

Mike Harley, NCC o 
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Maggie Rowlands 

Acting Secretary, British
 
Institute for Geological
 
Conservation
 

When the Geological Conservation 
Review (GCR) was selecting sites for 
SSSI status, many sites did not quite 
satisfy the strict criteria applied 
during the selection process. These 
sites are, however, still interesting, 
and often of more general 
educational value than the 
specialised research sites which 
became SSSIs. The geological Prime 
SIte system is an attempt to provide 
monitoring and protection for these 
'second tier' sites within Shropshire, 

The Shropshire Wildlife Trust 
(SWT) set up the Prime Site System 
in 1979, to monitor and help 
safeguard natural history sites within 
the county. Shropshire was the first 
county in Britain to organise this sort 
of systematic identification and 
protection, and they now look after 
around 600 sites in this way (Anon, 
1985) Unlike SSSIs there are no legal 
obligations attached to Prime Sites 
and the SWT, through their Prime 
SItes Officer, Rob Mileto, operates an 
advisory and voluntary system of 
management, a process which 
nevertheless appears to work very 
well, Owners and'man;'lgers are 
encouraged to take an interest in the 
natural history of their sites and 
consult the Trust over any change of 
use that might affect its importance 
Prime Sites are recognised by the 
Shropshire County Council, 
incorporated into the County 
Structure Plan and feature in the 
Environmental Record; a set of maps 
which also shows SSSIs, National 
Nature Reserves and common land, 
which is distributed to the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, the 
National Farmers Union, the Country 
Landowners Association and the 
Council for the Protection of Rural 
England 

In 1987 I was approached by John 
Tucker, the Conservation Officer for 
SWT, to draw up a list of geological 
sites in Shropshire for Prime Site 
status, Working with other 
contributors to the GCR, through the 
infrastructure of the British Institute 
for Geological Conservation (BIGC 
see page 17 of this issue), I was able 
to produce a llst of 21 Shropshire sites 
which were at least nationally 

A 
N 

© Crown Copyright 
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° kilometres 10 

° miles 5 

OJurassic
 
Silurian o (See list)
 

o Downtonian ] Cambrian • Prime Sites o Permian and Triassic o 'Marine' Silurian Precambriano ........ Fault 
Carboniferous Ordovician Igneous rocksD o oD Devonian 

11. Birches Coppice (S, Pa) (Car) Carboniferous 
1, Buxton Rock Quarry (L, I) 12, Shelderton Rock (S) (D) Devonian 
2 Neve's Castle Quarry (Cam, Pa) 13, Batchcott Quarries (S, Pa) (S) Silurian 
3, Dryton Brook (Cam, Pa) 14, Linley Bridge, Villey (S, Pa) (0) Ordovician 
4, Bentleyford Brook (Cam, T, Pa) 15, Foxhole Coppice (S, D, Pa) (T) Tremadoc 
5 Heath Brook, Cardington (T, Pa) 16, Beaconhill Brook (S, D, Pa) (Cam) Cambrian 
6. Habberly Brook (T) 17. Gardeners Bank (S, D, Pa) (L) Longmyndian
7, HazIer Quarry (Pr, 0) 18, Hudwick Dingle (D, Pa) (Pr) Precambrian 
8 Chatwall Hall (0, Pa) former SSSI 19. Newton Dingle (D, Pa) 

(1) Igneous9, Tasker Quarry (0, r. Pa) former SSSI 20, Cockshutford Stream (D) 
(Pa) Palaeontology 10 Squilver Quarry (0, I) former SSSI 21, Oreton Quarries (Car, Pa) 

Simplified geological map of Shropshire, modified after Toghill (1972), 
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important, but which ellher 
duplicated, or just did not have quite 
enough importance to have been 
selected as SSSIs In much the same 
way as is used to define an SSSI, each 
site was given a brief Statement of 
Scientific Interest and its boundary 
was defined on a 1: 10,000 map, In 
addition, the BIGC undertook to 
provide site advice in the future so 
each site statement also listed a 
contact expert and address Working 
in this way it has been possible to 
apply standard selection criteria to 
each site, The list provides an even 
coverage of sites across the various 
geological fields of interest in 
Shropshire and gets away from the 
sort of repetitious list of duplicate 
sites usually obtained through an ad 
hoc system The sites are all of 
national, or international importance, 
most with future research potential, 
but, unlike geologIcal SSSIs, 
historically important sites are also 
included - those which no longer 
yield scientlfic data, such as fossils, 
but which had once been very 
important - for example Tasker 
Quarry, The list of geological Prime 
Sites will change as it is 
supplemented and updated, As SSSIs 
are deleted they are carefully 
considered for Prime Site status, 
Conversely, in the future, Prime Sites 
may be removed from the list to be 
promoted to SSSI status by the NCe. 

Shropshire has a very long history 
of geological research, and 
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importance has been given to 
geological conservation in the county 
for some time (Toghill, 1972) County 
Planners and Countryside Officers 
are aware of the geologIcal 
Importance of the County SWT can, 
and does, play an important role in 
educating users and owners of the 
sites and identifying any future 
problems Thus Shropshire's 
geological Prime Sites should be well 
protected for the foreseeable future, 
even though there is no legal muscle 
behind the system It is to be hoped 
that other wildlife trusts will adopt a 
similar system for the 'second tier' 
sites in their area. 

Access and further information 

The Shropshire Wildlife Trust have 
open access to the two geological 
sites which they manage (Comley 
SSSI and Tasker Quarry). They also 
publish an information leaflet about 
these sites, price 20p which can be 
obtained from them at Shropshire 
Wildlife Trust, Old St George's 
School. New Street, Shrewsbury, SY3 
5JP, Telephone 0743-241691. 

Most of the other sites are 
privately owned and the laws of 
trespass apply, Details of access to, 
and the owners of, other Prime Sites 
may be obtained from the SWT by 
bona fide geologists who wish to 
obtain permission to visit any of these 
sites. 

Advice about access to SSSIs in 
Shropshne should be sought from the 

Shropshire's rich geological 
heritage 
Shropshire has attracted geologists for almost 200 years and the type sections 
for many groups of rocks are within the county It was the scene of some of 
Sir Roderick Impey Murchison's most important work and the type locality of 
his Silurian System, although it was not, as he supposed, part of the ancient 
Celtic kingdom of the Silures after whIch he named it! This year sees 
celebrations for the 150th anniversary of the publication of his foundational 
work, The Silurian System, in 1839, The Wenlock and Ludlow Series are 
named after places in Shropshire, and other groups of rocks with Shropshne 
names include Uriconian, Longmyndian Series, Caradoc Series, Downton 
Group and Ditton Group, 

Some of the other famous names which are associated with work in 
Shropshire in the 19th century include Callaway, who in the 1870's named the 
Uriconian and the Longmyndian; Lapworth who worked on the Ordovician 
System, and Prestwich who produced the first comprehensive account of the 
Coalbrookdale coalfield, The work of Maw, Cobbold, Salter and La Touche 
is also worthy of mention, 



NCC, West Midlands Region 
Attingham Park, Shrewsbury SY4 
4TW, Telephone 0743-77611. Birches Coppice - an example of a Prime 

Site 
In 1987 Peter Tarrant and I excavated a Wenlock fossil site in a new exposure 
at Birches Coppice and extracted many trilobites, including several new 
species, This material is now being described, but at present the site is poorly 
known, It may well prove to be an important site but as it was not exposed 
during the selection phase of the GCR, it has not yet been assessed by the 
NCe. It is certainly important enough to be in the Pnme Site list. Until such 
time as its relative importance is finally assessed as a candidate SSSI it will 
receive protection as a Prime Site, through the relevant planning offices 
which are now aware of its existence, 

A short statement of interest and a map are given for each 
site, The description includes one, or more, BIGC contacts who undertake to 
supply advice in the future if this is needed, The statement for Birches 
Coppice is-

SILURIAN, Wenlock, BIRCHES COPPICE, SJ 648048 A new road cutting 
in Coalbrookdale Shales (Wenlock Series) which has yielded a rich and 
significant fauna of trilobites, brachiopods, orthocones, graptolites, bivalves 
and gastropods, 

Some of the trilobite fauna collected from Birches Coppice, 
(Photo by Maggie Rowlands) 

Organisations such as the Geological geological site conservation, As longChristopher J Cleal,A third source of advice about 
Society, the Geologists' Association as its substantial government funding access arrangements to any geological Acting Treasurer, and the Palaeontological Association is maintained, the Nature sites is Ludlow Museum which houses British Institute for had become increasingly involved in Conservancy Council will remain the Geological Site Records for Geological Conservation the conservation debate, but they uniquely placed to present the caseShropshire The Museum also 
could only really reflect the views of for conserving individual geological Ten years or more ago, I doubt ifpublishes several guides to the 

anyone would have conceived as their own members, Clearly needed sites, The wildlife trusts will also geology of Shropshire and should be 
was an independent body whose retain a key role, in providingnecessary an independentcontacted for further information 

organisation for promoting geological sole remit was geological site invaluable local resources andWrite to John Norton MBE, the 
conservation, which could embrace expertise, The Geological Society site conservation in this country, Curator, Ludlow Museum, Old Street, 
all shades of opinion (including Conservation Committee and otherPressures on land use had not until Ludlow, SY8 lNW, Telephone 
academic, amateur and commercial similar bodies will continue to bethen had a serious impact on the 0584-3857, 
interests), and which could act as a needed to present the specialist resource of available sites, and fewo 

geologists outside of the NCC were general focus for those concerned views of their particular constituency 
aware of the potential for site about geological site conservation, of members, We see the Institute as 
protection within the planning laws, In 1987, we therefore sent letters attempting to bind together the views 
Over the last decade, however, to those known to be interested in the and interests of all these bodies, and 

References geological site conservation has subject, to seek their opinion on the to develop a consensus on the wider 
become a 'growth industry', An establishment of such a body The issues of geological site conservation, Anon, 1985, Prime Sites for 

response was almost unanimously in Only by establishing such a increasing number of important sites 
were being lost or damaged, which favour and so, in October that year, consensus, is there any real hope of 

Nature Conservation in 
Shropshire: a review, Shropshire 

the British Institute for Geological our unique heritage of geological geologists saw as having a serious 
and detrimental impact on their Conservation (BIGC) was formally field data being protected for the 

Trust for Nature Conservation, 
Shrewsbury, 

launched at a meeting at the future,work. Furthermore, many more This item is now out of print, 
Linnaean Society, London (Taylor, When the legal side of thegeologists were being drawn 
1987) Next, came the hard work. We Institute's organisation has been 

but a new updated edition 
directly into conservation activities, 
m particular through the NCC's all agreed, more or less, on what we finalised, hopefully later this year, we 

wanted to do, but now we had to will be making a further 

is in preparation, 

Geological Conservation Review 
(GCR) Never before had so many of work out how to achieve our goals announcement. In the meantime if

Toghill, P, 1972, Geological 
Conservation in Shropshire 

and to set these out formally as anyone wants further details or would 
mvolved directly with conservation Articles of Association A meeting like to keep in touch with 
Britain's earth scientists beenJournal of the Geological Society 

ofLondon. 128,513-515, 
Issues, was heldiflLondon in early 1988, developments, they should contact 

The increase in conservation where a broad outline for this me, Dr C J Cleal, 37, Lipscombe 
awareness amongst Britain's document was agreed (Robinson, Close, Newbury, Berkshire, RG15 

1988a) and, over the next year, we 5JW,geologists has had many beneficial 
results and without it, no doubt, many have managed to hammer-out the o 

details, The Articles are now readymore sites would have been lost or 
for checking by our legal advisers, seriously damaged, As geologists Further re9-ding and we can then register the Institute started to think about site 
formally, After what seems anconservation, however, the more Crowther, P.R and Wimbledon,
inordinate length of time, we are nowproblems, both practical and W.A. (eds) (1988), The use and 
almost ready to go,philosophical, there seemed to be, conservation of palaeontological 

So far, the organisation of the These issues included the sites, Special Papers in 
Institute has been co-ordinated by afollowing - Palaeontology 40 
small group of committed individuals, o The role of 'second-tier' and When it has been formally Ratcliffe, D. (1984), Naturepurely educational sites, The Shropshire Wildlife Trust registered, however, we will be conservation in Great Britain, o Potential restrictions on collecting calling a meeting to elect a Council to Nature Conservancy Council, 

speCimens, undertake the day-to-day running of The Shropshire Wildlife Trust was set 2 geological reserves (Comley Shropshire Prime Site List. This Peterborough,
 
up in 1962 (as the Shropshire Quarry, purchased in 1976 and pioneering project has recently been
 o The resolution of any conflict the Institute, Thereafter, there will be
 
Conservation Trust) to promote the Tasker Quarry, leased since 1971), funded by the World Wildlife Fund
 Robinson, E, (1988a), What is the 
conservation of nature and the Inevitably, in an area as rich in and the Nature Conservancy Council 

between geological and wildlife annual meetings to review the 
interests at sites, Institute's policies and actions and to BIGC to do? Geology Today 4,
 

advancement of knowledge in geological interest as Shropshire, and has been watched with interest
 elect new members to the Council. 78-79,o The interaction between site and 
natural sciences in Shropshire, From several primarily wildlife sites. also by other wildlife trusts in this country, In order to encourage debate,museum, 

Robinson, E, (1988b), What dothe very beginning it adopted a include geological interest, for Rob Mileto joined the SWT in 1987 as we hope to organise lecture- and o The general, philosophical we do to prepare for 1992?policy of purchasing important sites example Betton Dingle, Earls the Prime Sites Officer with the task field-meetings, addressing both
reasoning for conserving Geology Today 4, 186-187,general issues and more specific including those of geological interest. (Pontesford) Hill and Hope Valley, of continuing to contact the owners of 
geological sites, In its early days the Trust had a Between ]978 and 1988 the SWT all the Prime Sites and discussing topics, We also see the current
 

geological working party led bY P used various Manpower Services how best each site might be
 Taylor, MA (1988) BIGC - a
 
Toghill and T H Whitehead, Later on Commission schemes for projects in maintained and enhanced, He has
 

In wildlife conservation, there are Internationalisation of geological 
new force in conservation,
 

the Shropshire Geological Society the county, In 1978/79 an MSC team met very little opposition to this
 
a number of specialist conservation (Robinson, 1988b) as a 

Geological Curator. 5,38-39,
 
provided information and advice, surveyed the county for important voluntary scheme,
 

non-governmental organisations field in which we could play a 
which can provide a forum to discuss significant role,
 

The Trust now has a membership of wildlife sites, and identified about 600
 such issues (reviewed by Ratcliffe, The Institute is not intended to
 
2000 manages 20 reserves, including best sites which became the
 1984, pages 23-27), but nothing replace or compete with any existing 

similar existed in the earth sciences, organisation with interests in 
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Aenal photograph of Orfordness and King's Marshes. 

only be achieved by protecting the
 
site in its entirety.
 

Experience over the years has
 
Introduction o The shingle spit of Orford Beach.
 taught the NCC that 

geomorphological sites areOrfordness, Suffolk, is one of a small Across the estuary of the River This article is based on the NCC particularly vulnerable to damage,number of large coastal shingle Ore, Shingle Street is a not only from large-scale Commissioned Research Report features in Britain. It forms a major complementary ridge and lagoonOrfordness: a geomorphological developments but also from feature on the East Anglian coast complex. Orfordness has beenassessment. pIecemeal interference. The task of extending from near Aldeburgh for formed by the accumulation of assessing such damage isC P Green and D F 16 km southwards to Shingle Street. shifting shingle deposits under the compounded by the very complexity M McGregor 1988. The principal importance of the site influence of wave action and and dynamic character of the site. CSD Report is geomorphological, and Orfordness longshore drift. Over a long period The first commissioned researchNo. 847. consists of three main elements as the shingle has been moved project in earth sciences, on follows  southwards, deflecting the course of Contact Information and Dungeness (see Earth science
 
Library Services, NCC,
 o The eroding storm beach of the Rivers AIde and Ore. By the early conservatlOn No 23, pages 40-41),

Peterborough for details.
 Sudbourne Beach. fourteenth century, historical records was commissioned WIth these 

suggest that Orfordness probably considerations in mind and theo The cuspate shingle foreland of reached as far south as Stonyditch; usefulness of that exercise pomted tothe Ness. during the following 500 years the the value of conducting similar 
southern tip extended southwards to projects on other large
approximately its present position. geomorphological sites. In 1987 the 
Recent evidence indicates that its NeC commissioned the Geography 
rate of growth has been erratic, Department at Royal Holloway and~ft~W Shingle however, and that in the early Bedford New College to undertake a 
nineteenth century the spit extended comparable project on Orfordness, ~ Marsh 
some distance further south than and this report is the outcome. 
present. This part of the site is still ~ SSSIboundary 
highly dynamic and subject to rapid~ Geomorphological results 

~ Approximate extent of former AWRE facility changes. The evolution of Orfordness 
can accordingly be deduced from a 

:;:: 
The report reviews previous
 ! Radio/TV masts
 geomorphological studies of 

geomorphological studies. It is a 
combination of historical records and 

•
Orfordness, and, on the basis of photo 

classic demonstration of coastal mterpretation and field study, 
o kilometres 2 provides details of the character andprocesses and has been intensely 
o miles I N dIstribution of the shingle ridgesstudied over the years, notably by 

which occupy much of the site The 
The importance of Orfordness is 

Professor JA Steers and Dr A P Carr. 
shingle is subdivided into seven 

enhanced by the fact that Dungeness, land-type categories, and these are 
which it most closely resembles, has shown, together with marshland 
been extensively damaged by a types, on a detailed distribution map. 
variety of developments Other major The study of ridge alignments and 
shingle features, such as Chesil erosional contacts between ridge 
Beach, are essentially different in groupings enabled the sequential 
morphology Orfordness is the most development of the system to be 
important shingle spit and cuspate analysed Full interpretation is, 
foreland complex in Britain and is however, much constrained by 
one of the few examples of its type in fragmentary preservation of the 
the world. evidence. Nonetheless three main 

stages of development, which can in 
turn be subdivided, can be readily severe damage from other levelling and shingle extraction. The need for conservation research 

developments. The construction, by Military activity stopped in 1973 butrecognised, and these are discussedPart of Orfordness was declared a~lle"e, the Ministry of Defence, of the Cobra the process of making the site safe byin the report. It also highlights the fact National Nature Reserve in 1954; 
that, in contrast to Dungeness where Mist Radar facility between 1967 and probing for unexploded devices

since then the site has featured in 
the shingle system is largely 1972 caused extensive damage south caused further extensive damage 

~. both the Nature Conservation Review 
fossilised, Orfordness is for the most of Lantern Marshes. A large area of and was only completed in 1987.

and the Geological Conservation 
part subject to active ground was levelled and gravel was Between 1953 and 1971 an area south

Review. The biological interest of the extracted from adjoining areas. The of Stonyditch was used by the Atomic geomorphological change. site centres on the shingle vegetation facility was short-lived, closing in Weapons Research Establishment 
and its use by birds for breeding and 1972, but part of the ground is now (AWRE) as an experimental facility, Damage assessment overwintering. Havergate Island, for occupied by a BBC External the construction of which caused
instance, holds the largest breeding

Bawdsey Orfordness is fortunate to have been Broadcasting Services array of serious damage to the shingle. 
colony of avocets in Britain. The core spared many of the developments transmitter aerials. Military uses, The impact of military and other
of the NCe's strategy for Orfordness,~ which elsewhere characterise our dating back over 70 years, have uses on the site are assessed in the~ ~ however, recognises the primacy of coast. Agriculture, near-shore fishing affected areas within the northern report. As part of the field survey 44
the geomorphological interest, and and residential development have half of Orfordness. Damage incurred sectors - areas with distinct shingle 
its complexity. We considerOrfordness and environs. not encroached upon the GCR site. included the effects of its use as a pattern characteristics - were
therefore that effective safety can The site has however sustained bombing range as well as ground defined. Eight different categories of 
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disturbance ranging from relatively 
minor issues to substantial man-made 
structures were recognised. Each 
sector was examined and the types of 
disturbance present were recorded. 
Most importantly the extent and 
intensity of damage were noted using 
nominal numerical scales From this 
information a semi-quantitative 
Damage Index can be calculated for 
each sector giving a relative measure 
of the degrees of damage within 
different parts of the site These 
techniques were pioneered by the 
authors in their Dungeness report 
and mark a significant contribution to 
developing a scientific methodology 
of damage assessment. Although the 
numerical values are subjectively 
determined they are not without 
sophistication; they take into account, 
for example, the ability of larger 
shingle ridges to absorb damage 
better than smaller more vulnerable 
features. The data shows clearly that 
damage at Orfordness is less evenly 
spread than at Dungeness, and is also 
less severe. 

The damage assessment provides 
the starting point for future 

conservation strategies, and on this 
basis low, intermediate and high 
priority conservation zones have 
been identified and will be used to 
determine future safeguard of the 
site. 

Dealing with future threats 

Since the 1950's, the Central 
Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) 
has periodically expressed an 
interest in Orfordness as a potential 
power station site Following the 
cessation of military use in 1973 the 
CEGB undertook a feasibility study of 
the area near th8 AWRE site. 
Although the CEGB has not made a 
bid for land at Orfordness, their 
interest remains a factor in the NCC 
policy formulation. The experience at 
the Dungeness power station 
confirms our view that a comparable 
structure at Orfordness would 
obliterate much of the scientific 
interest. 

A more immediate threat is 
present in the form of pressure to 
improve coastal defences south of 
Aldeburgh, where groynes and a 
seawall already exist just north of the 

Aerial photo of Orford spit showing spit recurves and a lagoon Note the 
vehicle tracks on the right of the lagoon. Overwash deposits can be seen 
burying the recurves on the seaward side to the right of the photo. 

SSSI. Flood control banks, dating 
from the time of military use of the 
site, also extend for a further 6 km to 
the south - well within the SSSI. 

In 1986 the Anglian Water 
Authority (AWA), concerned over 
the diminishing effectiveness of 
existing defences south of 
Aldeburgh, commissioned a report 
on possible options to counter this 
perceived weakness. A number of 
proposals were examined as follows 

o Beach replenishment. 

o A controlled breach of Slaughden
 
Wall to divert the River AIde.
 

o A 'do nothing' option to allow an 
uncontrolled breach to develop 

All of these options have 
problems associated with them and 
the Green and McGregor report 
considers the conservation 
implications. They argue that the 
implications of a breach, natural or 
man-made, are highly unpredictable, 
and at worst, could lead to the silting 
up of the Ore Estuary and the 
attachment of the Orford Spit to the 
mainland - thereby fossilising the 
existing spit complex. Beach feeding 
is costly, and in conservation terms 
open to question. The feed material 
could not be obtained from 
elsewhere within the landform 
without causing unacceptable 
damage. Feeding with material from 
outside the site may also raise 
conservation, geomorphological and 
socioeconomic issues at the point of 
ongm. 

The report does not claim to 
provide any answers on the question 
of sea defences, but usefully 
highlights the complexities of the 
issues involved. In particular it notes 
that the present geomorphological 
system is subject, in part, to existing 
defences and therefore cannot be 
said to be wholly natural. The 'do 
nothing' option might be said to be 
desirable, as it would encourage the 
reassertion of unconstrained natural 
processes. As pointed out above, 
however, this could lead to a natural 
breach developing which in turn 
could mean the fossilisation of the spit 
system The NCC is thus faced with a 
dilemma as regards future 
conservation strategy on this issue. 
The report thus highlights the need 
for further research, particularly on 
longshore sediment supply, to 
address this question 

Des O'Halloran, NCC 

Alan McKirdy, NCC 
In Earth science conservation No 24, 
pages 14-18, attention was drawn to 
the complexities, both physical and 
administrative, which beset the 
effective management of the 
coastline of Britain, and the NCe's 
efforts to conserve geological sites on 
the coast. Notwithstanding these 
problems it is encouraging to be able 
to report below on a number of 
recent developments which offer 
promise of more integrated, 
conservation-friendly prospects in 
future. 

1 Coastal protection - the NCC initiative
 

The many classic geological localities which occur along the coastline of 
Britain are coming under increasing threat from coastal protection work. The 
NCC decided it would be timely to consider alternative methods of coastal 
protection which achieved the objective of reducing the level of marine 
erosion, whilst limiting the impact on coastal cliffs designated for their 
geological importance. A contract to investigate these alternatives has been 
let to Hydraulics Research Ltd. Work started on the contract last year and will 
cover 20 localities. Once the general engineering principles to achieve a 
balanced mix of conservation and coast protection are established, up to 
eight sites will be studied in detail. We will report the outcome of this 
innovatory project once the work is completed. 

2 Coastal management - the SCOPAC initiative
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The need for a more integrated 
approach has now been recognised 
by a group of local authorities in the 
Dorset-Solent-Isle of Wight areas, 
who have joined forces in setting up 
the Standing Conference on 
Problems Associated with the 
Coastline (SCOPAC). 

SCOPAC will provide an informal 
forum for discussing coastal issues of 
mutual interest with the aim of 
ensuring that consistent policies are 
adopted by its members. 
A delegation from SCOPAC recently 

Associate Members 
MAFF 
Solent Protection Society 
Nature Conservancy Council 

Observers 
Hampshire County Council 
West Sussex County Council 
Adur District Council 
Southampton City Council 
Wessex Water Authority 

met with a group of MPs 
representing coastal constituencies 
Agreement was reached that the 
SCOPAC frontage should be looked 
at as a single unit, moving away from 
the piecemeal approach which 
characterises the present situation 
Sir David Price MP, who chaired the 
meeting eneorsed the vie~ that a 
'grand plan' should be drawn up to 
manage the coastal protection/sea 
defence works in a co-ordinated 
way, emphasising the important role 
of beach management in protecting 

3 Bournemouth BC
 
4 Christchurch BC
 
5 New Forest DC
 
6 Fareham BC
 
7 Gospert BC
 
8 Portsmouth CC
 
9 Havant BC
 

10 Medina BC 
11 South Wight BC 
12 Chichester DC 
13 Arun DC 
14 Worthing BC 

Dorset CC 
Isle ofWight CC 
Southern Water Authority 
Southern Sea Fisheries District 

Location map showmg the local authontles participating in SCOPAC. 
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the coastline As eroding cliffs are 
seen as an important source of 
beach-forming material, it may be 
possible to designate geological 
SSSIs as sacrificial sections which will 
be allowed to continue to erode and 
liberate sediments vital to the overall 
system The strategic approach 
developed by SCOPAC is one which 
we hope will become more widely 
adopted on other stretches of 
coastline with similar problems. 

One concern which has been 
expressed by SCOPAC is the 
perceived proliferation of geological 
SSSIs along..the rapidly eroding 
clifflines of the Solent, and the NCe's 
vigorous defence of such sites in the 
face of coastal protection measures. 
I was invited to address a recent 
SCOPAC meeting to explain the 
NCC's position, and participate in an 
open forum discussion. It would be 
unrealistic to expect such liaison to 
resolve the fundamental differences 
of interest which exist between the 
NCC and maritime authorities The 
opportunity to engage in constructive 
dialogue should, however, improve 
mutual understanding of our 
respective positions, and is warmly 
welcomed by the NCe. 

Hampshire 

lS 

~ 
-1O 

. Full Members 
11 I Weymouth and Portland BC 

Isle ofWight 2 Poole BC 
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Teme Bank SSSI, Shropshire(DoE) report, by Nunny and 
Chillingworth (1986), reviews Maggie Rowlands, Ludford Corner is the type 
offshore resources and reserves of Ludlow Museum. locality for several species of 
sand and gravel. It serves as a good fossils and it exposes the junction 1989 marks the 150th anniversary of of the Upper Whitcliffe Bedsstarting point for examining why the publication in 1839 of Sir (Ludlow Series) with the Downton dredging is an important 'wider Roderick Impey Murchison's b Castle Sandstone Formation environment' issue for earth science monumental work The SiJurian 

(Pridoli Series). It is the classic conservation. System, on which all subsequento kilometres 200 site for the Ludlow Bone Bed, The UK marine aggregate I I ' research on Ordovician and Silurian which marks the base of the industry supplies 13% of the nation's o miles 100 rocks is based. To celebrate this 
Downton Castle Sandstone demand for sand and gravel. Some 12 important occasion, an International Formation, and the section, plus million tonnes are landed each year, Symposium on the Silurian System 
the fossils contained within it, aremaking the UK the world's second was held in Keele, and on Friday 31 of international importance. largest producer of offshore March 120 geologists from around the 

aggregate and the world leader in world visited the famous exposure of Daggerdredging design and technology. the Ludlow Bone Bed at Ludford 
The greatest tonnages are extracted Corner, just outside Ludlow in the Earth Science Division arrangedoff the east and south coasts of Shropshire. They saw there a freshly for machinery to remove the upperEngland, with smaller amounts on the 

part of the rock face and onwest coast and off Wales. There is at 
September 27 and 28 1988 a team of present no dredging in Scottish 
volunteers were mobilised to gatherwaters. The current depth limitation 
as much fossil material as possible is 30m but new-generation dredgers 
during the short period of the dig. under construction should extend this Symposium were due to visit,On the first day of the excavation to 50m. The Government is keen to concreting the plaque into place atfossils were gathered from the loose see production increase to meet 20% Ludford. A display of some of the rock brought down by the excavator, of UK demand, as marine supplies fossils collected during the but on the second, fossils werewould assist in reducing the impact of excavation was shown to thecollected from clearly defined beds.land extraction on agriculture, and symposium group at Ludford andAbout one~nne of materral was onshore environment and amenity. tributes were paid by the group tosorted into 'bed-boxes' with little The administration of marine the 30 years of work by John Norton, attempt to identify anything on site dredging lies with central the Curator of Ludlow Museum, who because speed was essential. The government as the Crown Estate had unfortunately been taken ill theloose material collected by the JCBowns about half of all UK foreshores. evening before and could not be(mamly from the Sandstone MemberThe Crown Estate Commissioners © Crown Copyright present.of Downton Castle Sandstone (CEC), in liaisonWith DoE, issue Thanks are due to many peopleFormation) has had a temporary prospecting and production licences Fossil dig at Ludford Corner. for their contributions to this work reprieve. Rather than sending it toLicensed areas for marine dredging for sand and gravel around the coast of Britain September 1988. (Photo by and in this way control extraction. and to the project, including, inthe council tip, it is being stored at a in 1986 Maggie Rowlands) Along the coastline, however, particular, John Norton, Jim Lawson,farm near Ludlow, where it is also shallow dredging at depths of less Martin Davies and his team of cleaned section, and the Mayor of being slowly searched through forDredging has serious consulted on all dredging proposals.than 15m at low water requires both a conservation volunteers, Alison Ludlow unveiled a new plaque, fossils. .conservation implications for our In the past consultation has beenlocal authority and a CEC licence. Waters, geology students at Ludlow provided by the NCC, which briefly The task of identifying the fossils 'active-process' geomorphological occasional. Following the Nunny and The procedures for the approval of College and Alan McKirdy anddescribes the site and its importance. from the collected material andSSSIs, as it may affect the longshore Chillingworth Report, the DoE is licences are cumbersome, often David Norman from the NCe.The year preceding this event producing a faunallog is now movement of sediment or coastal reviewing its procedures and hastaking up to two years to be decided. 

had involved a lot of hard work and underway. The results of this work structures such as sand spits and agreed to regularise consultation This delay is caused by the need to 
organisation to produce a clean and will be published in due course, but shingle ridges. Less direct, but with the NCe. This change has beenevaluate any likely effects on a 
tidy rock face at Ludford in readiness in the meantime further information equally important, effects on welcomed by the NCe.number of other maritime interests as 
for the visit. can be obtained from Ludlow solid-rock geological SSSIs are alsofollows 

Over the last few years the site Museum, where this material is now at stake. Many classic geological 
had become very overgrown and housed.o It has to be shown that a dredging sites are located on the unstable 

Reference unsightly, so at the beginning of 1988 After the excavation, further
 
erosion along adjacent shorelines. where dredging activity is
 
proposal will not accelerate eastern and southern coastlines 

Ludlow Conservation Volunteers tidying up was completed by'the
Nunny, RS. and Chillingworth, were called in by Ludford Parish Ludlow Conservation Volunteers, concentrated. By changing the wave o Where conflict with fishing P.e.H. (1986). Council to clear away the vegetation and the area in front of the outcrop pattern, reducing energy-absorbingindustry interests arises, an and rubbish from the corner so that landscaped and planted with shrubs. banks or causing beach draw-down Marine dredging for sand and application is often turned down if the rock face could be clearly seen It was decided that an embossedinto the deepened area, dredging gravel.it is thought that fish spawning and again. However, having done this, it metal plaque would be in keepingcan affect adjacent coastlines, nursery areas could be disturbed. Department of the Environment was discovered that the rock face with the historical importance of the resulting in the need for coastal 
Minerals Division. HMSO itself had been made unstable where site: the text was drafted by Dr J
 

dredging near to oil and gas course in turn threaten the geological
 
o There is obviously a need to avoid protection works. Such works can of 

London. Joints had been opened up by tree Lawson, and the NCC funded its
 
pipelines and platforms, and near interests of SSSIs. For this reason the
 roots. Disturbance of the rock faces at production. All of this took up
 
submarine telephone cables. NCC would like to be routinely
 Ludford Corner is not allowed, so considerable time, and the Ludlow 

Ludford Parish Council called in the Conservation Volunteers could be 
NCC for advice. Alan McKirdy from found the day before the Murchison 
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Sir Roderick Impey Murchison 
(1792-1871) (Photo by British 
Geological Survey) 

Maggie Rowlands in high spirits as 
the final touches are put to the 
newly-cleaned section! 
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Wardie Shore SSSI, 
Edinburgh 

The foreshore exposures of Lower 
Carboniferous Shales at Wardie are 
renowned for their palaeobotanical 
and vertebrate faunas. 

A threat to the site has now arisen 
in the form of an ambitious £400 
million proposal to regenerate 
Edinburgh's waterfront. In a 
wide-ranging consultation exercise 
the developers, Edinburgh Maritime 
Ltd, produced an outline planning 
application for the scheme in a 
publicity and consultation exercise. 
The original plan was to completely 

infill the area between and including 
Newhaven and Granton Harbours 
behind an extensive sea wall which 
would have been built out into the 
Firth of Forth The development on 
the site would include a marina, 
hotels and a conference centre, 
housing, a market, and a maritime 
museum The adjacent harbour areas 
would be refurbished as operational 
docks for commercial shipping and 
pleasure cruisers and liners. The 
development would unite the city 
with its ports and revive the 
waterfront area. 

It has been claimed that up to 
8000 jobs would be created, and the 

D Area proposed for reclamation from the sea and subsequent development 

_ SSSI boundary 

The original (above) and modified (below) schemes for the Wardie 
development. 

D Area proposed for reclamation from the sea and subsequent development 

.-...- SSSI boundary 

•N 

t I 

o 500 metres 

•N 

I I 
o 500 metres 

scheme has been welcomed by the 
Scottish Development Agency. The 
development rather unfortunately 
coincides with the Wardie Shore 
SSSI. Since the outline plans were 
publicised, the NCC has negotiated 
with the developers and has 
consulted with palaeontologists 
worldwide with regard to the 
development and its potential impact 
on the SSSI. The results of these 
discussions are briefly summarised 
below in order to bring this case to 
the wider attention of the earth 
science community. In addition to the 
NCC, there are several other groups 
of objectors who have been involved 
in the consultation exercise, ranging 
from local resident associations to 
environmental groups and the 
ornithological community. The 
objections to the development which 
were raised on scientific grounds by 
the NCC have resulted in several 
major modifications to the outline 
development plans for the area 

D A new development plan has 
been created which will 
incorporate into the development 
a man-made lake. This will border 
the SSSI along its southern margin 
and therefore preserve the locality 
relatively intact. It should be noted 
that the area of the SSSI included 
in Granton Harbour will be lost if 
this scheme is accepted, but to 
date there have been no 
objections from specialists to this 
loss. The one unfortunate aspect of 
the creation of the artificial lake is 
that the water level will be 
controlled by lock gates at levels 
between current mid-and 
high-tide levels. This means that 
we will no longer have access to 
the extremely productive low-tide 
exposures at this site. 

D	 During recent negotiations, it was 
revealed that Edinburgh Maritime 
Ltd would be prepared to allow a 
period of time during the middle 
phase of the development (5 years 
after the start) which would 
coincide with the pumping of 
water out of the proposed lake 
area. In this period of 
approximately 18 months, it will be 
possible to mount a major 
excavation at the site. 

This is seen as a major 
opportunity for detailed scientific 

work at the site, which will greatly 
improve our knowledge. 

D The major long-term stumbling 
block, as regards the 
palaeontological interest will be 
the lack of accessibility to the low 
tide exposures once the 'lake' is 
completed At the moment we are 
involved in detailed negotiations 
with a view to attempting to 
establish a written agreement over 
the matter of periodic access to the 
site. This could either be tied to 
such activities as periods of 
maintenance of the 'lake' 
superstructure in the future or to 
specially negotiated evacuation of 
the lake with co-operation from the 
owners. These would obviously be 
very rare events, but without this 
possibility the scientific utility of 
the site will be considerably 
impaired 
It has been very heartening 

dealing with Edinburgh Maritime Ltd 
over the past year because of their 
open and frank attitudes to our 
objections and their clear 
presentation of the financial 
constraints. We now seem within 
sight of a compromise which suits 
both the developers and the NCe. 

David Norman, NCC 0 

The scientific 
importance of Wardie 
At Wardie some 20 species of 
fossil plant have been recorded 
from the Visean oil shales, 
principally as excellent 
compression fossils. A very rich 
and diverse fauna of vertebrate 
fossils has been recovered from 
several horizons exposed along 
the length of the site. Eighteen 
species of fish have so far been 
recorded, excellently preserved 
within siderite nodules in a 
manner which permits detailed 
anatomical study. The site has 
yielded eleven actinopterygian 
or rayfinned bony fish; one 
acanthodian or 'spiny shark'; one 
dipnoan or lung fish which is new 
to science and has not yet been 
named; and three species of 
shark. It has also yielded the 
earliest Scottish amphibian 
Lethiscus stocki. These finds 
combine to make this site of 
international palaeontological 
importance. 

Webster's Claypit SSSI, West Midlands 
This site is of outstanding importance in the understanding of the closing stages 
of the Carboniferous Period. It provides exposures of the Westphalian sandstones 
and mudstones belonging to the Enville Formation which at this locality yields a 
distinctive flora, consisting entirely of conifers, which is quite different from floras 
of similar age found elsewhere in Britain. 

The threat of inflll which has been hangmg over this site for some years IS now 
close to becoming a reality. Despite an outcry from the geological world in 1986 
when the news first broke, little progress has been made in the campaign to save 
the site The site is now the subject of an important NERC funded research 
project and it must be hoped that factors such as this will help persuade Coventry 
City Council (CCC) to reconsider their plans. CCC will meet with the NCC and 
the Department of the Environment in the near future to discuss the NCC's last 
ditch attempts to save this claypit for the purpose of geological research and 
education 

Colin Presser, NCC	 D 

Inspection chambers for Fairlight Cove?
 

Hastings Cliff to 
Pett Level SSSI 
The cliffs east of Hastings are of 
international importance as the type 
section of the Hastings Beds 
belonging to the Wealden Series. 

Local concern has arisen over 
rapid cliff r§.treat threate11ing several 
private re"dences in Fairlight Cove. 
Limited coast protection for three of 
these properties was proposed in 
1988, and as this had limited impact it 
was not formally opposed by the 
NCe. Early in 1989 the consulting 
engineers to the Fairlight Cove 
residents' action group submitted 
plans, for a further 500-metre long 
toe-protection scheme, to the NCC 
for comment prior to application. As 
this scheme would obscure the basal 
3 metres of the Ashdown Beds at 
Fairlight Cove, the NCC sought the 
inclusion of a series of inspection 
chambers (see Earth science 
conservation No 23, page 35) to allow 
for access to the full succession. 

Consulting engineers to Rother 
District Council also consulted the 
NCC over two further schemes; an 
offshore berm and a toe-protection 
similar to that outlined above. The 
NCC again advised that inspection 
chambers would be necessary to 
safeguard the geological interest. 
Recent site investigation by the 
residents' engineers has resulted in 
an extension to their original scheme 
of a further 45 metres to the west. 
This would destroy the beach-level 
exposures of the Haddock's Rough 
Unit - a giant cross-bedded unit, 
thought to be either a channel infill or 
an erosion surface - which is of great 
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importance to our understanding of 
Wealden geology. This revised 
scheme as it stands, is therefore 
unacceptable to the NCC, although 
the schemes presently proposed by 
the Council's consultants would be 
acceptable 

Peter Doyle, NCC	 D 

The scientific 
importance of 
Fairlight Cove 

The cliffs of Fairlight Cove are 
bounded by two reverse faults 
which uplift unique facies of the 
Ashdown Beds, the basal unit of 
the Hastings Beds. These beds 
are fluviatile in origin, deposited 
in a braided river system A giant 
cross-bedded unit, the 
Haddock's Rough Unit, is 
exposed at the base of the cliff at 
its western end and traIlSgresses 
the cliff face to the east. This unit 
is vital to a full understanding of 
Wealden geology. Presently 
thought to be the inUlI of a 
migrating channel, it may 
represent a major sequence 
boundary The beds threatened 
at Fairlight are therefore of great 
importance to our understanding 
of this unit and how it was 
formed. 
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Threat to Bartonian ArrantI SSSI notification I stratotypeexploitation? 
The Arran Estates Office, which 

selection and notification of earth 
Progress to 31 March 1989 with the 

Highcliffe to Milford SSSI 
science SSSIs is shown in the 

owns a major part of Arran, has 
written to organisers of field trips 

The coastal section from Friar's Cliff proposing to charge ten pounds accompanying graphs, 
to Milford-on-Sea is the type locality per student per week to coverThe graphs show good progress ~l~ 
for the fossil-rich Barton Beds, access for study next year, with the selection and issuing of Total figures: In 1988 the NeC received noticeSeveral organisers felt the England, Scotland and Walespotential earth science SSSIs, which 
of the intention of Christchurch charge would make Arran too had reached a total of 2049 (many of 
Borough Council (CBC) to extend theexpensive a location for fieldthese have more than one geological §J ----- Highcliffe coast defences eastwardstrips, and this view has been putinterest and the total number of GCR -;;;1--- from Chewton Bunny to Barton Cliff.aJ to the Estates by Dr Eric sites was 2755) The site selection 

:~ This scheme entails extension of Robinson.process will be completed by 30 a existing rock-armouring and theQ; The Estates' response September 1989 and is likely to 
.0 cutting of drains which would centred around maximising Eproduce about 150 further sites, 

severely compromise the integrity ofzl'" income from their land rather r-,--.--- iThese will be fully processed and 
a:;, a:;,I~ 0> the international Bartonian a:;, a:;, a:;, than compensation for damageissued by 30 September 1990, c tJ> Stratotype, After consultation with caused, They point out that '" «'" ::E

m
The formal site notification work is 

Hydraulics Research Ltd the NCC ~ ;;; ;;; parties pay transport, hotel bills carried out by the NCC's regional suggested an alternative scheme Alternative coastal protection schemes under consideration for Barton Cliffand should not expect to have staff and follows on from the 
Potential eanh science involving an offshore rock-armour and Chewton Bunny.free access to the Estates' land to identification and selection of GCR -- SSSI s issued 'bastion' to deflect scour, CBC further their training and careers,sites and the issue by ESD staff of _ Earth science SSSI s accepted this and modified their The local Tourist Board and- notifiednotification packages, This work is scheme accordingly, However, the o 20 metres , ,hoteliers also have a lot to lose ifprogressing at different rates in 

~
~ retention of the proposed drains Limestone filled drainsfieldwork parties choose other different regions, In England, 731 

meant that the scheme was still England areas, and they are hoping tosites have been notified, 61 % of the 
unacceptable to the NCe. The NCC ~ _ \ Cliff topnegotiate a compromise with the earth science sites so far issued by 
had no choice but to refer the 

~ 

Estates, The Estates claim to beESD, In Scotland, 326 sites have been 
application to the Secretary of State willing to negotiate, and Ericnotified, 62% of the total and in Wales 
for the Environment for a decision, Robinson would welcome your o165 sites have been notified, 53% of Subsequently, CBC made anviews on what, if anything, would the total. Over the six months to 31 : --------=::,~ Scotland additional application reverting toconstitute a reasonable fee, and March 1989 a total of 100 earth the original scheme, and the NCC on the whole principle ofscience SSSIs were notified, If that ~~ again asked for a 'call-in' by thecharging, Write to Eric at the rate of progress continues, the .0E---------- Secretary of State This action reflects Department of Geology,remaining earth science sites, about '" the seriousness with which the NCC z~----.----- University College London, 1000 in total, would be notified within co co 0> 

co co co views the current threat. Gower Street, London WC 1 6BT.five years, c tJ> h 

., ~ We will publish a summary in a«'" ::E'" 
~ ;;; ;;;Laurie Richards, NCC . Peter Doyle, NCCfuture issue of Earth science 

conservation. 
Chris Stevens, NCC 

I Charmouth bypass - fossil bonanza? 

East Fife Coast SSSI being obscured, However, negotiations The Department of Transport (DTp) contractor A E Farr Ltd, the Heritage Crowther (Bristol City Museum), Paul This GCR site shows an almost between the NCC and Fife Regional has started work in the Charmouth Coast (Richard Edmonds), local Ensom (Dorset County Museum) and complete sequence from the The Elie - Anstruther coastal section Council have ensured that at low tide area of Dorset constructing a new commercial collectors (spokesman Richard Edmonds All important finds Calciferous Sandstone to the is a key locality for stratigraphic at least, exposures seaward of the bypass for the village, The work David Sole) and the NCe. The will be sent to an appropriate basal Limestone Coal Group, studies of Dinantian (Lower proposed development will maintain involves excavating three new outcome has been agreement over museum. Other specimens may bewithin which a succession of Carboniferous) rocks in Scotland, the stratigraphic continuity of the cuttings which will run roughly the collection and ultimate fate of any given to the commercial collectors faunas can be studied, Together In early 1989, Fife Regional section, Therefore, as the plans stand east-west approximately one quarter fossil material found, involved in return for their assistance, with the underlying sections at Council commissioned an the geological interest of the site is of a mile to the north, Starting from The OTp retains all rights to This arrangement, which isFife Ness, it forms an invaluable Environmental Impact Assessment not lost, only slightly reduced, The the west, the first cutting exposes fossils found on their land, and strict something of an innovation, should reference in understanding the concerning a proposed development NCC have, however, made it very Upper Greensand, while the second safety regulations apply during the benefit both science and thecomplex, but poorly exposed, of Pittenweem Harbour and by clear that any future proposals to and third will expose major sections dig, All fossils discovered are commercial collectors, but it is a pity geology of east Fife. It is also mid-1989 had requested planning extend the development seawards of the highly fossiliferous Liassic flagged, logged and then stored at an that local geological clubs and important in establishing wider permIssion for an extension of the would be strongly opposed, Black Ven Marls and the Pleistocene on-site laboratory, No material may societies are not included correlations into the Lothians and harbour and breakwater and for the Golden Cap, be removed without permission, and beyond. The proposed erection of a new fish market. Colin Prosser, NCC o The DTp, aware of the the OTp is prepared to prosecute if David Norman, NCCdevelopment at Pittenweem 
strahgraphic and palaeontological necessary, All material will beThe proposed development, if itaffects strata in the type section 
potential of the work, had earlier evaluated by a panel of scientific goes ahead, would result in a largeof the predominantly arenaceous 
consulted with MRM Partnership (the advisers consisting of Or Kevin Pagearea of rocky foreshore within the SSSISandy Craig Beds, 
consulting engineers to th~ DTp), the (MRM stratigrapher), Dr Peter 
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Baker's Hole SSSI, Kent 

The Baker's Hole site lies within a 
large chalk quarry in Northfleet The 
site exposes a complex sequence of 
periglacial and temperate 
solifluction, freshwater and possibly 
estuarine deposits. The deposits are 
not of mainstream Thames origin 
however, but belong to the Ebbsfleet 
tributary system. More than one 
glacial period is clearly represented, 
but relating these to accepted 
Pleistocene and Thames Terrace 
chronologies remains difficult The 
sIte is also famous as the most prolific 
source of Palaeolithic flint artefacts 
illustrating the Levalloisian flaking 
technique: mdeed there is no other 
good in situ industry comparable to it 
in Bntain. 

The quarry is owned by Blue 
Circle Industries plc, who in 1987 
submitted a planning application to 
use the ma]onty of the site for landfill 
The NCC initially objected to the 
scheme and identified three critical 
areas which should be conserved 
After lengthy negotiations, Blue 
Circle revised their plans so that the 
three key areas will remain exposed 
The revised design mmimises loss of 
VOId space, directs runoff away from 
the exposures and permits good 
access to the localIties. 

The NCC would like to thank Blue 
Circle for their constructive 
approach to the conservation needs 
of this classic locality. 

Richard Wright, NCC 

Priced items listed below are 
available post-free from Publications, 
the Nature Conservancy Council, 
Northminster House, Peterborough. 
PE 1 1UA. Payments should be made 
by cheque payable to the Nature 
Conservancy Council. 

Please quote the item code(s) 
with each order. Overseas payments 
should be made by International 
Money Order in Sterling. 

Geology teaching trails 

Staple Edge geology teaching trail 
a booklet (28 pages) and three 
student's worksheets. Code E3A 
price £1.25. 

Cauldon Railway Cutting SSSI, Staffordshire. 
This disused railway cutting exposes one of the few significant Namurian 
(Carboniferous) sections in Staffordshire. The sequence contains a number of 
goniatite honzons, including bullion beds yielding rare solid specimens. 

A few years ago, as part of their quarrying operations, Blue Circle 
removed most of the northern embankment of this cutting thereby somewhat 
diminishing the value of the site. Since then, however, negotiations with the 
NCC have resulted m Blue Circle offering to clear the rapidly degrading 
southern embankment of thIS site free of charge. In January 1989 Blue Circle 
made available men and machinery and the site was transformed from a 
largely overgrown cutting to a well exposed stratigraphic succession. This 
work has greatly enhanced the educational and research potential of this site. 
and Blue Circle are to be congratulated for showing such a co-operative 
attitude towards geological conservation. This case provIdes excellent proof 
that the needs of both industry and geological conservation can go hand in 
hand. 
Colin Prosser, NCC 

Salthlll Quarry geology traIl 
(28 pages). Code E3.8 price £1.00. 

Burrator - Dartmoor landform trail 
(24 pages). Code E3. 11 price £1.50 

Wenlock Edge geology teaching traIl 
(24 pages). Code E3.12 price £1.50. 

"It is, without question, one of the 
best guides I have seen ... if the 
country were liberally covered by 
guides of this calibre it would go a 
long way towards presenting 
geology to the nation." (Barry 
Rickards, Geological Magazine, May 
1989) 

Geology field-guides 

New sites for old - a students guide 
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to the geology of the east Mendips 
(192 pages A5 with fold out location 
map) code A2.16 price £8.50. 

This guide, published in 1985, 
breaks new ground in geological 
fieldwork. The aim is to spread 
fieldwork more widely, thereby 
reducing problems of over-use. 

Teaching manual 

Earth science field work in the 
secondary school curriculum 
(36 pages A4) code B8.1 price £2.50. 

An invaluable source of guidance 
for science teachers involved in 
geology teaching, designed in the 
light of the GCSE, the national 
curriculum and the concept of a core 
science education. 

First GCR Volume published - The Quaternary of Wales
 

Quaternary of Wales is the first 
volume to be published in the 
long-awaited 'Geological 
Conservation Review' series. 

The volume covers evidence in 
the rock record of Wales for 

o Pleistocene glaciations 

o Fluctuating sea-levels during and
 
between these catastrophic cold
 
phases.
 

o The presence of ancient floras and 
faunas including early Man. 

The volume, written by Dr Stewart 
Campbell of the NCC and featuring 
two introductory chapters from 
Professor David Bowen, provides a 
detailed account of the 
geomorphological evolution of the 
Welsh landscape 

Professor Bowen discusses the 
numerous and often profound 
climatic changes which characterise 
the Quaternary Period. The possible 
causes for some of these changes are 
examined, and this section will 
appeal to a wide audience. A 
sequence of Quaternary events is 
also outlined; from the earliest known 
glaciations and early interglacial 
events, to the Holocene vegetation 
succession of the last 10,000 years of 
geological time. 

The remaining six chapters by 
Stewart CampbelL provide a 
detailed review of the 69 Quaternary 
earth science sites selected in Wales 
for the Geological Conservation 
Review Each chapter treats a 
dIfferent geographic area: the 
general geology and geomorphology 
of which is covered in a chapter 
lntroduction. and each site account is 
placed in the Vl"nder context of tbe 
area in which it is located. Each 
locallty is then described in detail in 
a self-contained account; with a 
concise history of previous work, a 
description and an interpretation of 
lhe site's fundamental scientific 
interest 

Finally, the volume has an index 
and comprehensive bibliography of 
some 700 references - sources 
which will prove invaluable to 
students, research scientists and 
general readers alike. This volume 
provides a firm factual basis upon 
which Quaternary site conservation 
m Wales "lNill be founded in coming 
years, and its publication is a 
landmark contribution to studies in 
earth science conservation. 

Minchin Hole Cave, Gower coast. 
This internationally important 
Pleistocene locality has a rich 
sequence of fosslliferous 
terrestnal and manne beds 
(Photo by Stewart Campbell, NCC) 

The detailed site accounts 
and their area introductions 
reflect many important themes 
and developments in Quaternary 
geology and geomorphology. 
The spectacularly glaciated 
terrain of Snowdonia, for 
example, was of the greatest 
importance in the establishment 
and acceptance of the Glacial 
Theory in Great Britain. It was 
also in Wales and the Welsh 
borderlands that it was first 
demonstrated that the Ice Age 
was not in reality a single event, 
but rather a sequence of cold 
events separated by warmer 
phases Likewise, the 
importance of the Gower 
Peninsula in the development of 
Quaternary science, and 
particularly in recent 
developments in the field, 
receives particular attention. It is 
hoped that reviews of these 
areas alone, will appeal to many 
students of the British 
Pleistocene. 

D 

The Quaternary of Wales will be 
published in October, and will 
cost £27 per copy, post-free. 
To ensure you get your copy, 
apply in advance now, enclosing 
your remittance, to the address 
on page 28. Please quote code 
A4.1 with your order. 

The Llanberis Valley. North Wales. In the mId-19th century this landscape 
was one of the first to be interpreted m terms of glacial processes. The 
photo shows classic examples of roches moutonnees and moraines. 
(Photo by Stewart Campbell, NCC) 
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Malvern Hills - a 
new geology guide 
The Malvern Hills - A students 
guide to the geology of the Malverns 
is now available. The guide contains 
detailed descriptions of over 20 
geological and geomorphological 
localities including a number 
recently improved by clearance 
work. 

Much of the area covered by the 
guide is owned by the Malvern Hills 
Conservators and as they impose no 
constraints on access, the majority of 
the figured sites can be freely visited. 

A range of localities has been 
described which covers the main rock 
formations exposed in the Malvern 
area, enabling visiting parties to put 
together an itinerary which suits their 
individual requirements. The sites 
are grouped according to geological 
age and each set of sites is prefaced 
by a general description of events 
which took place during that 
particular period of geological time. 
Nine Precambrian sites are 
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described which illustrate various 
aspects of the evolution of the 
Malvernian Complex. A further ten 
sites are figured to represent the 
diversity of Lower Palaeozoic rocks 
which outcrop to the west of the hills. 
More recent deposits of 
Permo-Triassic and Quaternary age 
are represented by one site each. 

The AS-size guide is 73 pages 
long and contains coloured 
geological and location maps, 
twenty three figures and eight full 
page photographs. It is available 
at a cost of £7.00 per copy from the 
address on page 28. Please quote 
code A2.16.1 with your order. 

Site management plans 
Dear Editor, 

The NCC has recently published Site 
management plans for nature 
conservation -a' working gw'de, 
aimed at "a wider range of managers 
concerned with nature conservation". 
The format used by NCC staff 
manuals are simplified for use by 
county nature trusts, with the aim of 
producing a consistency and ease of 
comparison between all sites in 
Britain. This admirable project will 
aid future computerised cross 
referencing and simplify the 
monitoring of changes occurring over 
time. 

The Shropshire Wildlife Trust 
have been drawing up plans for their 
sites using these guidelines and 
appear to be the first county trust to 
apply the scheme to geological sites. 
Tasker Quarry exposes Ordovician 
lavas and shales with an important 
fauna of trilobites and other fossils, 
including several type species. It is 
managed as a geological reserve by 
the Shropshire Wildlife Trust and was 
their first geological reserve to have 
had management plans drawn up for 
it using the NCC guidelines. 

The plan is divided up into three 
stages - 'Description', 'Evaluation 
and objectives', and 'Prescription' 
Each stage is in turn further 
subdivided. Unfortunately it would 
seem that little thought was given to 
management of geological sites 
during the design of this format. 

I found it impossible to describe 
Tasker Quarry as having primarily 
geological interest using the defined 
headings. Invariably it is biological 
iriformation that is asked for, and the 
geological description has to fit into a 
single subsection. Although the rock
types can be described under a 
subsection, there is nowhere to list 
the fossils found at the site, or their 
importance, palaeoecology and 
relationships. 

Hopefully the NCC will soon 
rectify the omission of geological 
management plans. However it 
would be a step backwards if 
separate guidelines were produced 
for geological sites as this would only 
further isolate us from the wider 
conservation movement. I suggest 
that a revised management plan be 
drafted which would permit 
geological and geomorphological 
information to be included, alongside 

the biological, within a standardised 
format. Many of the existing sections 
and subsections need very little 
rewording, and there is no reason 
why new geological headings cannot 
be woven into the existing text 
relatively easily 

It would be useful to know what 
the views of the NCC's geologists are 
on this problem, and what they think 
should be done. However, whatever 
the NCC decide to do, I hope that it 
will be put into effect soon, and the 
results made available to county 
trusts in this country because this is a 
problem that will reappear more 
frequently as the trusts start to 
systemise the management of their 
reserves. More, not fewer, guidelines 
and advice are needed because so 
many trusts have little geological 
knowledge or expertise at their 
disposal. 

So, how about it?
 
Yours, in anticipation.
 
Maggie Rowlands.
 

Reference 

Hewitt, IfReed T. & W;ight, L. 
(1988) Site management plans for 
nature conservation - a working 
guide. Nature Conservancy 
Council, Peterborough. 

This 40-page A4 publication 
is available at a cost of £5 
post-free from the address on 
page 28. Please quote code 
A2.23. 

David Norman of the NCC replies 

Maggie Rowlands has put her 
finger upon an area which has been 
of concern to geologists within the 
NCC for some time. Over the past 10 
years the emphasis of all the work by 
geological staff within the NCC has 
been on selecting new GCR sites and 
achieving SSSI (re)notification As a 
consequence, it has been virtually 
impossible to initiate any practical 
conservation measures in order to 
improve or otherwise enhance our 
geological SSSIs, unlike our 
biological colleagues. 

However in late 1988 things 
began to change. Notification and 
renotification work has become less 
pressing, and forward-looking 
management proposals are being put 
together. Amongst these is one which 
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is particularly relevant to Maggie's 
comments: Site Management Briefs 
(SMB) for geological sites. During a 
review on the subject of site 
management plans, discussion 
centred around the 
inappropriateness of some aspects of 
such plans for geological sites and 
the immensity of our task of 
preparing 5MBs when we have 3100 
GCR sites to cover! As a result, I have 
prepared a draft which has boiled 
our requirements down to a 
workable minimum. 

Summarising very briefly we shall 
be concentrating our efforts into the 
'Evaluation and objectives' section of 
Site management plans, and will 
provide loose-leaf folders containing 
the following 

D The site description - practical 
and scientific iriformation, detailed 
photographic survey, together 
with appendices such as the 
original GCR statement, and a 
simplified site statement. 

D Identification of potential threats to 
the site which could arise from 
likely development by the 
owner/occupier. 

D A statement of the conservation 
principles which should apply to 
the particular site. 

D A statement on the limitations to 
what can practically be done to 
enhance the site for future use. 

D A list of action points (short or 
long-term projects which could be 
undertaken on the site) to improve 
its scientific or educational value. 

This will all mesh with headings 
found in Site management plans and 
therefore provide some internal 
consistency, as hoped for by Maggie. 
Any initiatives arising from the action 
points will be monitored by staff both 
here at Peterborough and in the 
Regions 

Maggie has now seen drafts of our 
site management briefs, and I am 
more than willing to forward copies 
to anyone else that is interested. 

o 

The making of modern Britain - a new series of booklets
 

The NCC has published The age of 
ice, the first in a series of booklets 
entitled 'The making of modern 
Britain'. The series will comprise 15 
titles and aims to explain a wide 
range of earth science topics in a 
stimulating and accessible manner. 

The series arose from the need to 
notify owners and occupiers of the 
existence of SSSIs on their land. It will 
also have a useful educational 
function, particularly in the National 
Science Curriculum, offering 
teachers, many of whom will not have 
a strong geological background, a 
comprehensive source of up-to-date 
material for use in the classroom. 

The booklets can also be used as 
texts by pupils from lower secondary 
age onwards. Their appeal to others, 
such as amateur geologists and 
conservation groups, should also be 
great. 

Each booklet will be in A5 format, 
about 20 pages in length, and fully 
illustrated. 

The timescale for publishing the 
whole series is dependant upon the 
sales of early titles, but it is hoped 
that the full series will be available 
within two years. 

The age of ice examines the 
Quaternary period of geological 
time, which began about two and a 
half million years ago. During the 
Quaternary much of northern 
Europe experienced the effects of 
what is commonly called the Ice 
Age. But in reality the Quaternary 
represents a series of ice ages, 
with temperatures rising between 
glaciations to levels similar to those 
of today 

The booklet describes how 
Britain's landscape, as we know it, 
was sculptured and moulded 
during the Quaternary - much of 
northern England, Wales and 
Scotland bearing witness to the 
former presence of glaciers and 
ice sheets, whereas in southern 
England bleak tundras prevailed. 
Some of the animals which roamed 
these icy wastes, including the 
great woolly mammoth, are 
illustrated. Sea-level changes 
during glaciations are discussed, 
and a glimpse of a warmer Britain 
between glaciations is given. The 
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booklet also considers some of the 
techniques used by scientists in 
unravelling the complex geological 
history of the period and asks "will 
the glaciers return?". 

The age of ice costs £1.00 per 
copy, including postage and 
packaging, and is available from 
the address on page 28, quoting 
code E3.13.1. 


